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Abstract

Retroviral vectors can efficiently pseudotype with various envelope glycoproteins;
however, the molecular mechanism of glycoprotein acquisition process is not completely
understood even with their native Env proteins. Understanding this mechanism would aid
development of a safe and efficient retroviral gene therapy vector and in finding an antiviral
therapeutic target.
Various factors were reported to affect the glycoprotein acquisition process.
Protein-protein interactions and protein-lipid interactions were reported between viral
proteins or cellular factors. In the studies outlined here, we examined three factors that
affect retroviral pseudotyping: the HIV-1 accessory protein Vpu, the Env cytoplasmic tail,
and cell line-specific host factors.
Vpu has been identified to negatively affect Env protein from gibbon ape leukemia
virus (GaLV) in a similar way that it down-modulates native targets, CD4 and BST2/tetherin. We take advantage of a novel CRISPR-Cas9 technique to present here that
ßTrCP is a necessary host factor for Vpu to target GaLV Env, CD4, and BST-2/tetherin.
The role and structure of Env cytoplasmic tails are largely unknown among
retroviral proteins. We present that specific sequences in a gammaretroviral cytoplasmic
tail affect fusogenicity in a virus-specific way. It suggests that the lipid environment differs
between viruses and that these differences affect fusion of Env.
Finally, we present that the cell line specific assembly defect of murine leukemia virus
(MLV) particles in HeLa cells. The budding defect of MLV from HeLa cells is restored
by fusion with 293FT cells, suggesting that an unknown necessary host factor is deficient
in HeLa cells.
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I. Introduction

1.1 Retroviruses
Retroviruses belong to the Retroviridae family, which includes various genera of
viruses which infect multiple species of vertebrates. The most pronounced features of
retroviruses are reverse-transcription of the viral RNA genome into DNA, and integration
of this DNA into the host cell’s chromosome. Both steps are critical for the life cycle and
pathogenesis of the retrovirus. Some retroviruses are also known for causing cancers by
expressing viral oncogenes or disrupting regulatory gene expression as a consequence of
integration. The most well-known retrovirus is Human Immunodeficiency Virus-1 (HIV1), which infects humans and causes acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS).
Retroviruses are enveloped viruses of about 100-200nm in diameter that package
two copies of their single-stranded (positive strand) RNA genome and other proteins
(Figure 1.1) (1, 2). Each viral genomic RNA is 5’ capped, contains a poly-A tail at the 3’
end, and encodes 3 essential genes plus additional accessory genes. Phylogenetic trees
based on essential genes show 7 different genera of retroviruses, and this grouping also
generally follows the classic classification by the shape of the virus, genome, encoded
genes, and the host species (Figure 1.2) (3, 4). Based on the coding regions, retroviruses
are classified by ‘simple’ (alpha-, beta-, and gamma-, epsilon-retroviruses) if RNA
transcripts are not spliced to produce genes other than Gag, Pol, and Env, or as ‘complex’
(delta-, spuma-retroviruses, and lentiviruses) if viral RNA splicing generates additional
accessory proteins. Some retroviruses (mostly simple retroviruses) have been identified
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that encode additional viral oncogenes such as v-src, which is encoded in Rous Sarcoma
Virus (RSV).
Most accessory proteins are not required for viral replication but enhance the
pathogenesis by supporting viral replication and infection, such as by counteracting host
restriction factors. More recently, some simple retroviruses originally classified as ‘simple’
have been reported to express additional proteins. For example, Mouse Mammary Tumor
Virus (MMTV) Rem and Jaagsiekte Sheep Retrovirus (JSRV) Rej protein are translated
from an alternative spliced transcript, and both proteins act as a nuclear export trans-acting
factor (5, 6). Also, Murine Leukemia Virus (MLV) occasionally initiates translation
upstream of the Gag gene using a non-ATG start codon to generate GlycoGag, which acts
like HIV-1 accessory protein Nef (7). Complex retroviruses encode more accessory genes
in addition to the necessary genes. HIV-1, for instance, encodes a total of 6 accessory genes.

2

Figure 1.1: Simplified schematic of a retroviral particle.
MA: matrix. CA: capsid. NC: nucleocapsid. PR: protease. RT: reverse
transcriptase. IN: integrase. SU: surface domain of Env. TM: transmembrane domain of
Env. Image obtained from (1) with permission.
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Figure 1.1: Simplified schematic of a retroviral particle.
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Figure 1.2: Genetic organization of retroviruses.
(A) Phylogeny of retroviruses. Image obtained from (8) with Creative Commons
Attribution License. (B) Genetic organization of prototypic retroviruses. Representative
virus from each genera is shown. Image modified from (4) with permission.
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Figure 1.2: Genetic organization of retroviruses.
(A)

(B)
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1.2 Retroviral Genome and Proteins
The retroviral genome is a dimer of single stranded positive sense RNA, that ranges
from 7 to 13 kb in length. Integrated viral DNA transcribes an unspliced full-length viral
RNA that serves both as the packaged genomic RNA as well as the template for the Gag
and GagPol proteins. Splicing of the host genome generates several different transcripts
that produce Env and other viral proteins (Figure 1.3) (9). The 5’and 3’ ends of viral DNA
or RNA is called the LTR (long terminal repeat) and contains promoters and RNA elements
with various functions (Figure 1.4) (10). Genomic viral RNA has 1 copy of U3 and U5 and
several cis-acting elements. Necessary RNA elements include dimerization signal (DIS)
for dimerization of genomic RNA, primer binding site (PBS) for the interaction of reverse
transcription, and packaging element (Ψ) for packaging genome into viral particle through
binding to Nucleocapsid (NC) domain of Gag. Secondary structure of the HIV-1 RNA 5’
leader was shown to promote either a monomeric or dimeric conformation of RNA (Figure
1.4B) (11).
Gag is the major retroviral structural protein. Most retroviral Gag proteins have at
least 3 domains, Matrix (MA), Capsid (CA), and NC (Figure 1.5). The MA domain from
most retroviruses is myristoylated at the second residue (glycine) from the N-terminus,
which signals trafficking of Gag to the plasma membrane. MA of RSV, ASLV, and EIAV
Gag were exceptions; the myristoylation is not required in these MA domains. In addition,
basic residues in MA also contribute to the interaction with acidic phospholipids.
The CA domain forms the major structural core of particles. During maturation
(cleavage and separation of Gag domains by activated viral protease), cleaved CA forms
an inner shell which surrounds and protects the viral genome. The morphology of mature
capsid core is different in various retroviruses (Figure 1.6) (2). Generally, lentiviruses
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exhibit cone-shaped capsid cores while the others exhibit polyhedral or spherical cores.
The capsid protein has been shown to be involved in various steps in HIV-1 life cycle
including reverse transcription, nuclear import of genome, and integration (12).
The major role of the NC domain is to bind viral genomic RNA through zinc finger
motifs and package the genome into viral particles. During infection, NC also regulates
rearrangement of nucleic acid and enhances the reverse transcription process (13).
In addition to the three major domains of Gag, most retroviruses also possess
additional polypeptide segments between domains. These include short ‘spacer’ peptide
(SP) or larger domains, at least one of which always contains a ‘late domain’ motif. Late
domains are amino acid motifs that recruit components of cellular ESCRT (endosomal
sorting complexes required for transport) machinery that are necessary for virus budding
(14). Most retroviruses have this additional domain between MA and CA, while
lentiviruses have it downstream of NC.
The Pol protein encodes viral enzymes reverse transcriptase (RT) and integrase (IN).
The third viral enzyme protease (PR) is separately encoded either at the c-terminal of Gag
(RSV, ASLV), n-terminal of Pol (lentiviruses), or as a separate ORF (MMTV, MPMV,
HTLV-1) (Figure 1.2B). During translation, retroviruses efficiently translate Gag and use
frameshift (fs) or readthrough (is) mechanisms to occasionally by-pass the stop codon of
Gag to produce GagPol (Figure 1.5). About one-tenth to one-twentieth of time, GagPol is
translated from the same transcript of Gag with these mechanisms.
RT performs reverse transcription, which converts the RNA genome to DNA; the
most pronounced feature of retroviruses. The RT protein of HIV-1 acts as a dimer
composed of a long (p66) and a cleaved (p51) from of RT. The C-terminal component of
RT protein is the RNAse-H domain, which is cleaved in p51. IN is responsible for inserting
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viral DNA into the chromosomes of host cells. PR is activated in viral particles during
maturation, and cleaves necessary proteins to mature forms, which is required for viruses
to be infectious.
Env, the final essential viral protein is a transmembrane glycoprotein, which is
critical for infection (Figure 1.7). Env is a class I viral fusion protein and is a major target
for the immune system due to the exposure of Env on the surface of viral particles. Env is
responsible for interacting with the host cell receptor during infection. In all cases, Env is
translated from separate spliced transcript with a signal peptide which leads to initiation of
translation in the ER. The precursor Env protein is trafficked to Golgi and cleaved into 2
domains – SU and TM- by a cellular protease. The SU domain is highly glycosylated and
responsible for receptor binding. TM domain has transmembrane domain and fusion
peptide, which initiates fusion during entry. Both domains are either covalently (Alpha-,
Gamma-, Delta-retroviruses) or non-covalently bound (Beta-retroviruses, lentiviruses)
(15). Because of the transmembrane domain in TM, the Env protein is anchored on the
membrane. Binding of SU to its host receptor protein leads to a conformational change in
the Env protein, which is required for fusion of the viral and cellular membranes.
Complex retroviruses encode accessory genes (Figure 1.2). HIV-1 encodes a total
of six accessory proteins, Vif, Vpr, Vpu, Tat, Rev, and Nef. Tat binds to the TAR
(Transactivation response region) element in newly generated RNA and recruits host
factors to enhance transcription of the viral RNA. Rev enhances the nuclear export of
unspliced viral RNA by binding an RNA element in the genome called the RRE (Revresponsive element). Vpu downregulates a restriction factor tetherin and enhance virus
budding (16). Nef has recently been found to overcome the cellular restriction factor,
Serinc5 (17, 18). Vif is packaged in viral particle and degrades a restriction factor called
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APOBEC3G, an RNA editing enzyme (19). Vpr is also packaged in viral particles, and has
been reported to possess several functions, though the role of Vpr in viral replication is
poorly understood. Though simple retroviruses have been believed to not contain accessory
proteins, some simple retroviruses have been found to produce atypical ‘accessory proteins.’
Such examples include gamma-retrovirus GlycoGag and MMTV Rem proteins (5, 20).
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Figure 1.3: Examples of alternative splicing patterns in retroviruses.
Simple retroviruses such as MLV and RSV generate each transcript with single
splicing event while complex retroviruses such as HIV-1 generate transcripts with multiple
alternative splicing events. Image obtained from (9) with permission.
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Figure 1.3: Examples of alternative splicing patterns in retroviruses.
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Figure 1.4: Cis-acting elements in retroviral RNA.
Schematic of secondary structures and cis-acting elements in the 5’ LTR of HIV-1
genome. Secondary structure of HIV-1 5’ LTR region promotes monomeric (A) or dimeric
(B) conformation. Structures are probed with Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
Spectroscopy (colored regions). Yellow boxes indicate that the structure was probed with
truncation or mutation of 5’-leader constructs. Image obtained from (11) with Creative
Commons Attribution License.
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Figure 1.4: Cis-acting elements in retroviral RNA.
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of HIV-1 and MLV GagPol proteins and their translational
mechanisms.
Gag and GagPol proteins are translated from the same transcript. HIV-1 GagPol is
translated from frameshift (fs), and MLV GagPol is translated from stop codon suppression
(is: readthrough). MLV Glyco-Gag (Pr80) is translated from an upstream CUG codon.
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of HIV-1 and MLV GagPol proteins and their translational
mechanisms.
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Figure 1.6: Morphology of mature retroviruses by Cryo-EM & Cryo-ET images.
Shape and diameter of inner core varies between retroviruses. Lentiviruses (HIV-1)
have primarily cone-shaped capsid core while the others display polyhedral or nearly
spherical. Image obtained from (2) with Creative Commons Attribution License.
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Figure 1.6: Morphology of mature retroviruses by Cryo-EM & Cryo-ET images.
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of MLV Env glycoprotein.
Env glycoprotein is translated in ER with the signal peptide (SP), and cleaved to two
domains, SU (Surface domain) and TM (Transmembrane domain) by cellular protease. TM
consists of N-terminal fusion peptide (FP), helical structure (NH), transmembrane region
(TM), and cytoplasmic tail (CT) at the C-terminus.
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of MLV Env glycoprotein.
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1.3 Retroviral life cycle
Retroviruses generally follow a common life cycle (Figure 1.8). In general, the
infection is initiated by Env glycoproteins binding to the receptor on target cells. The
specificity of Env binding to a receptor determines the host range and the cell tropism. In
the case of HIV-1, the CD4 molecule on immune cells (such as T cells or macrophages) is
the main receptor, and either CXCR4 or CCR5 is also needed as a coreceptor. This specific
interaction leads to the conformational change of Env especially the TM protein, exposing
the fusion peptide and initiating the fusion between viral membrane and plasma membrane.
After fusion, the inner components of a viral particle enter the cell, and RT reverse
transcribes the viral RNA genome into double stranded DNA (Figure 1.9) (21). Briefly,
from the positive sense RNA genome, RT initiates synthesis of DNA from tRNA as a
primer bound to PBS (primer binding site). As DNA is reverse-transcribed, RNAse H
domain of RT degrades RNA strands. When RT reaches the 5’ end of RNA LTR, the DNA
strand is transferred to the 3’ LTR of RNA and annealed to the R (repeated) sequence.
DNA synthesis then continues, and the plus stranded DNA is initiated in the other direction
from a short sequence of RNA called the PPT (polypurine tract) which is resistant to
RNAse H digestion. Finally, the second DNA strand is transferred to the 3’ end of the first
strand DNA to transcribe double stranded viral DNA.
IN mediates integration of viral DNA into host chromosome (Figure 1.10) (22). First,
each 3’ end of linear double stranded DNA is cleaved, and the target sequence is attacked
and forms a phosphodiester bond at the 3’ OH of viral DNA. This process is called ‘strand
transfer.’ The nick created on the chromosome during strand transfer is repaired by host
DNA repair machinery, leaving the viral DNA inserted between duplicated host sequences.
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From integrated viral DNA, initial transcription begins, and viral RNA export to the
cytosol is enhanced by trans-acting cellular or viral proteins (23). In the case of HIV-1, Tat
enhances transcription by binding the TAR element on newly synthesized viral RNA
during the transcription, and Rev increases the nuclear export of unspliced RNA. In cases
of simple retroviruses, the constitutive transport element (CTE), a cis-acting element on
RNA, recruits host nuclear export proteins such as Tip-associating protein/Nuclear RNA
export factor 1 (TAP/NXF1) to export the unspliced RNA. Foamy viruses (FVs), members
of Spumaretrovirus family, exhibit a unique RNA export phenotype among retroviruses.
FVs don’t encode Rev-like accessory proteins and use cis-acting elements to utilize host
proteins as the simple retroviruses do. Unlike the other simple retroviruses, FVs recruit
HuR and ANP32A/B to utilize the CRM1-dependent export pathway (24).
Viral RNA exported to the cytosol begins the translation of viral proteins from either
unspliced RNA or alternatively spliced RNA. GagPol is translated about 5% of the time
through either frameshift or readthrough from the Gag gene. Gag and GagPol multimerize
and recruit the viral genome. The myristoylated MA domain of Gag leads the trafficking
of Gag to the plasma membrane, which is believed to be the main viral assembly site for
HIV-1. The Env protein is recruited to the viral assembly site for incorporation; however,
the mechanism by which Env glycoprotein is recruited and incorporated is still not
completely understood. Studies suggest the possibility of a common mechanism used by
various glycoproteins, but also a specific interaction between Gag and Env (25, 26). HIV1 MA and the TM domain of HIV-1 Env, gp41, were shown to have either direct or indirect
interactions that are largely dependent on the cytoplasmic tail of gp41.
Assembled viral particles at the plasma membrane utilize ESCRT machinery of the
host cell for viral release (Figure 1.11) (14). The ESCRT pathway is a cellular membrane
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fission process, and three main classes of factor sequentially build up the complex. Adaptor
proteins recruit early-acting factors such as Bro1 domain proteins and ESCRT-I/II
complexes, and then these factors recruit late-acting factors such as ESCRT-III subunits.
ESCRT-III subunits form filaments for the membrane fission, and the recruited VPS4
ATPase, the final factor, mediates the fission. In most retrovirus, Gag possess more than
one late domain in which a sequence motif works as adaptor proteins. P(T/S)AP was shown
to recruit TSG101, a component of ESCRT-1, and YPXL motif was shown to recruit ALIX,
Bro1 domain protein. PPXY motif was also reported to be a late domain that recruits the
NEDD4 family of E3 ubiquitin ligases. The late domain is not always shown to be required
to recruit host factors; HIV-1 Gag does not have a PPXY motif but can recruit NEDD4L
through an interaction with a cellular protein AMOT (27). The direct connection between
ubiquitination of Gag and ESCRT pathway is still not clear; however, the ubiquitin is
essential for viral budding, yet not all Gags are ubiquitinated as in the case of the prototypic
foamy virus (PFV) (28, 29).
Finally, released retroviral particles are matured by activated PR (viral protease).
PR is translated as a part of GagPol through either a frameshift or a readthrough mechanism,
or from a separate ORF. Self-activated PR after budding initiates the proteolysis of Gag,
Pol, and even Env in certain viruses (mostly gammaretroviruses). The change of viral
morphology from an immature viral particle to a mature particle is an apparent difference
marked by the rearrangement of cleaved and separated Gag domains. This arrangement
also transforms a stable Gag shell to a metastable Gag shell, which is critical for efficient
viral entry. Env processing is also required for certain viruses; the c-terminus of
gammaretroviral Env was shown to be cleaved by viral protease, which leads to the
conformational change of Env to be fusogenically active for infecting new cells (30).
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Figure 1.8: Depiction of HIV-1 life cycle.
Viral envelope glycoprotein binds to the receptor on the target cell and mediates
fusion, through which the inner core of virus enters. RT reverse transcribes to generate
double stranded viral DNA, and the pre-integration complex enters the nucleus. Viral
DNA integrates into the host cell chromosome, and viral RNA is transcribed to generate
genome and viral proteins. Viral proteins are assembled and incorporate genome to form
new particles. After budding, PR is activated and maturates the particle, ready for the
new infection. RT; Reverse Transcriptase, PR; Protease. Image obtained from NIAID:
(https://www.niaid.nih.gov/diseases-conditions/hiv-replication-cycle)
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Figure 1.8: Depiction of HIV-1 life cycle.
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of Reverse transcription.
RT initiates reverse transcription from the 5’-end of the genome with a cellular
tRNA bound to the PBS as a primer. As the viral DNA is generated, RNaseH degrades
RNA from RNA-DNA hybrids. The DNA is transferred to the 3’-end, and the reverse
transcription continues. The positive strand of viral DNA is synthesized with the PPT
region as a primer, leaving double stranded viral DNA. RT; Reverse Transcriptase, PBS;
primer binding site, PPT; polypurine tract. Image obtained from (21) with permission.
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of Reverse transcription.
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Figure 1.10: Schematic of integration process.
3’-end of double stranded viral DNA is cleaved and attacks the target sequence in
chromosome. 3’-OH of each end is annealed with the target region, and the nick is
repaired by DNA-repair machinery. Image obtained from (22) with permission.
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Figure 1.10: Schematic of integration process.
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Figure 1.11: Schematic of a representative retrovirus budding.
Components in the ESCRT machinery are recruited by HIV-1 late domains to
facilitate virus budding. Gag domains are depicted in yellow (MA), orange (CA), and red
(NC). Recently NEDD4L is shown to be recruited to HIV-1 Gag through a cellular factor
AMOT (ref). Early-acting components of ESCRT (NEDD4L, ESCRT-1, ALIX) first
initiate budding process and recruit ubiquitin and late-acting components (ESCRT-III).
The final component VPS4 ATPases are recruited to mediate membrane fission. Image
obtained from (14) with permission (order number: 4557771276987).
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Figure 1.11: Schematic of a representative retrovirus budding.
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1.4 Pseudotyping and retroviral vectors
During viral assembly, retroviruses acquire Env glycoproteins. In some cases,
retroviruses can incorporate foreign envelope glycoproteins to become infectious through
a process called ‘pseudotyping.’ (31, 32) Retroviruses were shown to incorporate envelope
glycoproteins from various different viral families including arenaviruses, rhabdoviruses,
baculoviruses, togaviruses, and filoviruses (33-37).
Retroviral vectors have been studied as attractive gene therapy vectors, due to the
efficient gene transduction. Envelope glycoproteins dictate target cell tropism, thus
pseudotyping compatibility in retroviruses also largely affects production of an efficient
and proper vector for gene therapy; however, the mechanism by which retroviruses
incorporate envelope glycoprotein is not completely understood, even with their native Env.
Four models have been hypothesized for glycoprotein incorporation process: passive
incorporation, Gag and glycoprotein co-targeting to the same lipid microdomain, direct
interaction, and indirect interaction between Gag and glycoproteins (25, 26). Each model
is supported by various studies, suggesting that multiple factors can affect viral envelope
glycoprotein acquisition process. Several studies focusing on Env also highlight that
multiple factors affect the process from the generation to the fusogenicity of glycoproteins.

1.4.1 Role of retroviral Env cytoplasmic tail
The Cytoplasmic tail (CT) of the retroviral Env TM has been shown to affect various
steps in Env biogenesis such as trafficking, signaling, interaction with host factors,
incorporation, and fusion (38). The c-terminal cleavage of gammaretroviral Env is required
for conformational change of Env to become fusogenically active during the infection,
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supporting the essential role of CT contributing the fusion (30). Retroviral CTs vary in
length, suggesting a specific role of CT in diverse viruses (Figure 1.12) (38).
The Env CT of retroviruses is essential in some cases, although truncation of CT
often does not affect viral replication, particularly when grown in tissue culture. Truncation
of HIV-1 CTs restricted Env incorporation in most of T cell lines, possibly due to the
absence of a trafficking motif YW795 (39, 40). Gammaretroviral Env CT was also studied
in depth. The trafficking motif (YXXL) was shown to be required for polarized assembly
(41), while the truncation of the CT did not restrict Env recruitment on budding virus
particles (42). Interestingly, the MLV Env CT was shown to dictate the selective Env
incorporation in MLV particles in the presence of HIV-1 particles, suggesting a virus
specific interaction of Env CT (42).

1.4.2 Role of cellular factors
Host cells developed various barriers to restrict and combat invading pathogens,
while viruses also developed strategies to avoid the restriction mechanism as well as to
utilize a host cell’s machinery to propagate. The interactions between host factors and viral
proteins have been targets for therapeutics, but they are also studied to understand the
pathogenesis of the virus. Several studies revealed multiple restriction factors, and one of
the most well-known factors is BST-2/tetherin (16). Tetherin is a major interferon-induced
restriction factor in the late stage of life cycle of enveloped viruses, and it is well
established the action of tetherin blocking virus budding and the counteractivity of HIV-1
accessory protein Vpu on tetherin. Viral release of various retroviruses tested were shown
to be restricted in the presence of human tetherin (43).
33

Several reports show that the HIV-1 Env CT is dispensable in certain cell lines but
not others, suggesting an essential host factor involved in Env incorporation. The long CT
of HIV-1 Env was shown to be indispensable for Env incorporation in more relevant cell
lines, and the interaction of a Rab coupling protein FIP1C and the YW795 motif of CT was
reported to be critical for incorporation (40, 44). Another essential trafficking motif in the
Env CT is the YXXL internalization motif, which has been shown to interact with AP-2
clathrin adaptor proteins (45). Several retroviral Env CTs were reported to have this motif,
and it was shown to affect trafficking, assembly, budding, and in vivo pathogenesis (41,
46-49).

1.4.3 HIV-1 accessory protein Vpu and its mode of action on GaLV Env
The HIV-1 accessory protein Vpu was unexpectedly found to target Gibbon Ape
Leukemia Virus (GaLV) Env and restrict the pseudotyping of HIV-1 particles with GaLV
Env (50, 51). The Vpu modulates GaLV Env through a mechanism similar to how it targets
its two native targets, CD4 and tetherin. Vpu modulates CD4 degradation through the ERassociated degradation (ERAD) pathway, induced by the ubiquitination of lysine residues
in CD4 CT (52). Recruitment of the degradation machinery requires two critical serine
residues (S52, 56) in Vpu which are phosphorylated in cells. Vpu modulation of tetherin
requires interaction between the transmembrane domains of Vpu and tetherin, but
degradation additionally requires the S52,

56

residues in the Vpu CT. However, the

degradation of tetherin is not required for Vpu to enhance the viral release in certain cell
lines (53-55).
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The down-modulation of GaLV Env was shown to be dependent on the GaLV Env
CT and the S52, 56 residues in the Vpu CT (51). Vpu was found to degrade GaLV Env and
thus prevent GaLV Env incorporation into particles, and the structure of GaLV Env CT as
well as the two critical lysine residues were shown to be required for modulation (56). In
addition, sequences in the Vpu CT required to down-regulate GaLV Env and tetherin were
found to largely overlap, suggesting a common down-regulating mechanism of both targets
(57).

The studies presented in the following chapters focus on understanding factors that
affect Env pseudotyping compatibility in different situations. The first study (chapter two)
demonstrates that the co-factor bTrCP is required for HIV-1 Vpu targeting of GaLV Env
as well as CD4 and tetherin. The second study (chapter three) unravels CT sequence
determinants in chimeric gammaretroviral Envs dictating specific compatibility and
discusses a hypothesized model of virus-specific Env compatibility. The final study
(chapter four) focuses on virus production dependent on producer cell lines and attempts
to dissect host factors involved in the production of two different viruses, HIV-1 and MLV.
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Figure 1.12: Retroviral Env cytoplasmic tail varies in length.
Schematic representation of retroviral TM domains of Env. TMD; transmembrane
domain, HIV-1; human immunodeficiency virus-1, SIVagm; simian immunodeficiency
virus from African green monkey, EIAV; equine infectious anemia virus, FIV; feline
immunodeficiency virus, RSV; Rous sarcoma virus, MoMLV; Moloney-murine leukemia
virus, M-PMV; Mason-Pfizer monkey virus, HTLV-1; human T-cell lymphotropic virus
type 1. Figure obtained from (38) with permission (order number: 4557771447089).
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Figure 1.12: Retroviral Env cytoplasmic tail varies in length.
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2.1 Abstract
The Human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1) accessory protein Vpu modulates
numerous proteins, including the host proteins CD4 and BST-2/tetherin. Vpu interacts with
the Skp, Cullin, F-Box (SCF) ubiquitin ligase through interactions with the F-Box protein
bTrCP (1 and/or 2). This interaction is dependent on phosphorylation of S52,56 in Vpu.
Mutation of S52,56, or inhibition of the SCF, abolishes most Vpu activity against CD4 and
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partly reduces activity against BST-2/tetherin. Recently, Vpu has also been reported to
interact with the clathrin adapter proteins AP-1 and AP-2, and these interactions were also
found to be required for BST-2/tetherin antagonism in an S52,56-dependent manner. In
assays where HIV-1 is pseudotyped with gibbon ape leukemia virus (GaLV Env), Vpu has
also been found to prevent GaLV Env from being incorporated into viral particles, but the
mechanism for this antagonism is not fully understood. To clarify the role of the bTrCPs
in Vpu function, we used CRISPR/Cas9 to generate a clonal cell line lacking both bTrCP1 and -2. Vpu activity against CD4 and GaLV Env was abolished in this cell line, and
activity against BST-2/tetherin reduced significantly. Mutation of the S52,56 residues no
longer affected Vpu activity against BST-2/tetherin in this cell line. These data suggest that
the primary role of the S52,56 residues in antagonism of CD4, GaLV Env, and BST2/tetherin is to recruit the SCF/bTrCP ubiquitin ligase.

2.2 Introduction
Human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1) Vpu is a small 81-86 amino acid
accessory protein that enhances viral replication through the antagonism of a number of
host cell proteins during infection (59, 60).

Vpu has two key features that dictate

functionality: an N-terminal transmembrane anchor that is capable of interacting with other
transmembrane proteins, and a C-terminal cytoplasmic tail which contains two critical
serine residues (S52,56) that are phosphorylated and can dictate interaction with various
cellular proteins. The best studied targets of Vpu are CD4, which is the receptor for HIV1, and BST-2/tetherin, an interferon-induced restriction factor which can prevent viral
egress (16, 61, 62). Antagonism of CD4 by Vpu occurs at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
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through interactions in the cytoplasmic tails of the two proteins (61). Early studies
demonstrated that the membrane anchor sequence of Vpu could be scrambled without
compromising the ability of Vpu to antagonize CD4, but changes to the cytoplasmic tail,
particularly S52,56, abolished activity (61, 63-66). A cellular Skp, Cullim, F-box (SCF) E3
ubiquitin ligase complex is recruited by Vpu to target CD4 for ubiquitination and
proteasomal degradation (67). The specific SCF complex utilized by Vpu contains one of
two closely related F-box proteins, bTrCP-1 (BTRC) or bTrCP-2 (FBXW11) (68, 69).
Vpu antagonism of BST-2/tetherin, on the other hand, is more nuanced as antagonism
occurs through multiple steps (16, 53-55, 62). First, Vpu directly interacts with BST2/tetherin through its transmembrane domain. This interaction is sufficient to partially
displace BST-2/tetherin from the virus assembly site without downmodulating it from the
cell surface, but additional domains in Vpu are required to fully counteract BST-2/tetherin
(53, 55). Second, Vpu downmodulates BST-2/tetherin from the cell surface by preventing
the trafficking of BST-2/tetherin to the plasma membrane from the trans Golgi network
and/or the recycling endosome. BST-2/tetherin is constitutively endocytosed from the
plasma membrane in a clathrin and adapter protein-2 (AP-2) dependent manner, but the
rate of this endocytosis is not altered by Vpu (54, 70-72). The surface downmodulation
activity requires both the transmembrane anchor and the S52,56 residues of Vpu. While it
is generally agreed that Vpu retains some ability to counteract tetherin in the absence of
S52,56 (62, 73, 74), it is disputed what cellular co-factors Vpu recruits through S52,56 to
facilitate surface downmodulation. While some reports suggest that bTrCP-1 and -2 are
partially or entirely required for this activity, others suggest that the adapter proteins AP-1
and/or AP-2 are the primary co-factors (54, 72-79).

In addition, treatment of Vpu

expressing cells with MLN4924, a compound that blocks SCF activity, does not restore
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surface BST-2/tetherin expression unless cells are first treated with interferon, suggesting
that the relevant cellular cofactors vary depending on expression level (80, 81). Finally,
Vpu targets BST-2/tetherin for degredation. Though early accounts suggested that BST2/tetherin is proteasomally degraded (77, 82) most reports find that the primary mechanism
for degradation is through the lysosome (54, 70, 73, 78, 83-86). It is generally agreed that
BST-2/tetherin degradation requires both the transmembrane anchor and S52,56, and is
SCF/bTrCP mediated (54, 73-75, 77), but it is not clear how important degradation is to
overall activity. Indeed, in COS cells Vpu enhances the steady state levels of BST2/tetherin while simultaneously counteracting BST-2/tetherin antiviral activity (87).
We and others identified a novel target for Vpu which is the surface viral
glycoprotein from gibbon ape leukemia virus (GaLV Env) (50, 51). GaLV Env was found
to be capable of pseudotyping HIV-1 particles when minimal packaging vectors were used
(lacking accessory genes), but could not generate infectious pseudotyped particles with
vectors that included Vpu. In the presence of Vpu, GaLV Env is prevented from being
incorporated into particles, resulting in a 50-100 fold reduction in infectious particle
production (51). In many ways Vpu appears to modulate GaLV Env using a mechanism
that is similar to the modulation of CD4. Like the modulation of CD4, Vpu variants with
the membrane anchor sequence scrambled are still able to modulate GaLV Env, but
mutation of the S52,56 residues abolishes activity (51, 57). Also like with CD4, the Vpu
recognition sequence in GaLV Env resides in the cytoplasmic tail, and the amino acid motif
required for Vpu modulation closely resembles the motif found in the CD4 cytoplasmic
tail (56).

Interestingly, GaLV Env is a trimer and it was shown using functional

complementation that GaLV Env can only be targeted by Vpu if all three subunits contain
their cytoplasmic tail, even though the three tails do not all have to contain the Vpu
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recognition motif (88). Despite the similarities to CD4 modulation, in other ways the
modulation of GaLV Env seems to use a mechanism similar to the modulation of BST2/tetherin. While CD4 is believed to be modulated in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER),
BST-2/tetherin is modulated from post-ER compartments. GaLV Env is cleaved by a
cellular protease in the Golgi apparatus to reach its mature form, and it is only the mature
form that appears to be modulated by Vpu, suggesting that the modulation, like with BST2/tetherin, occurs in a post-ER compartment (50, 56). In addition, like with BST-2/tetherin,
Vpu directs degradation of GaLV Env in the lysosome rather than the proteasome (50).
Also like with BST-2/tetherin, Vpu is capable of preventing the incorporation of GaLV
Env into viral particles without reducing the GaLV Env surface expression (51). Finally,
unlike Vpu modulation of CD4 or BST-2/tetherin, GaLV Env modulation by Vpu was
reported to require additional HIV-1 structural components (50).
Because Vpu has a strongly negative, rather than positive, impact on HIV-1
infectivity with GaLV Env, this combination could be adapted for use as a gain-of-function
screen for inhibitors of Vpu. However, if such a screen is to be utilized, it is important to
understand the mechanism of Vpu activity against GaLV Env compared to the other known
Vpu targets. In this study, we sought to further characterize the mechanism of GaLV Env
modulation by Vpu in comparison to CD4 and BST-2/tetherin. In particular, to examine
the importance of bTrCP-1 and -2 in the modulation of these proteins by generating a novel
cell line using CRISPR/Cas9 technology where both proteins were eliminated. This unique
tool allowed us to definitively show that bTrCP is required for Vpu modulation of CD4,
GaLV Env, and BST-2/tetherin.
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2.3 Materials and Methods
Plasmids.
NL4-3-derived HIV-CMV-GFP was provided by Vineet KewalRamani (National
Cancer Institute [NCI]-Frederick) and has been described previously (51). This proviral
vector lacks the accessory genes Vif, Vpr, Nef, and Env and contains a CMV promoterdriven GFP in place of Nef. We used versions of this vector both with and without the
Vpu gene (Vpu+/-). For imaging studies, a nuclear localization sequence (KKKRK) was
fused to the N-terminus of the GFP sequence to allow easier enumeration of infected cells
(HIV-CMV-NLS-GFP).
The ecotropic Friend MLV Env (isolate 57) expression construct and a subclone of
this construct containing YFP in the protein’s ectodomain were provided by Walther
Mothes (Yale University) (89). The MLV/GaLV Env ∆8 and ∆12 constructs were
described previously (51, 56). Derivatives of these constructs were generated with a
hemagglutinin (HA) tag or mCherry tag in place of the YFP sequence. The cherry tagged
GaLV Env ∆8 was subcloned into retroviral transfer vector PQCXIH (Clontech, Mountain
View, CA, USA) for generation of a stable cell line. The pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro (PX459)
V2.0 was a gift from Feng Zhang (Addgene plasmid # 62988) (90). The bTrCP-1 and -2
guide

RNA

(gRNA)

sequences

(GTAATAATGGCGAACCCCCT,

and

GACACGGCGTAAAGTGATGT, respectively) were synthesized, and inserted into the
BsmBI restriction site in PX459. The Ub-K0 construct was provided by Mark Hannink
(University of Missouri). The dominant negative (DN) bTrCP and the Vpu-GFP constructs
were provided by Ed Stephens (University of Kansas Medical Center) (54, 91). The
pHAGE DN Cullin1 was a gift from Stephen Elledge (Addgene plasmid # 41911) (92).
Vpu-IRES-GFP and pcDNA3.1 human CD4 plasmids were kindly provided by Frank
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Kirchoff (University of Ulm, Germany) (93). For western blotting, hemagglutinin (HA)
tag (YPYDVPDYA) was inserted in the N-terminal of CD4 immediately after the signal
peptide. Human Tetherin-HA plasmid was kindly provided by Paul Bieniasz (94).

The

retroviral transfer vector for stably expressing human bTrCP-2 was obtained by amplifying
bTrCP-2 from human cDNA collected from 293FT cells cloning it into vector pQCXIH
(Clontech).

Cell Lines.
The 293FT cell line was obtained from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA). This cell line is a
HEK293 derivative similar to 293T, which has been adapted for high transfectability. The
bTrCP double knockout cell lines were obtained by transfecting the 293FT cells with
PX459 plasmids encoding bTrCP1 and bTrCP2 gRNA described in plasmids section.
Single cell isolates from the transfected population were screened by transfecting clonal
isolates with HIV-CMV-GFP (Vpu+) and GaLV Env and testing if infectious particles are
produced. Isolates that were able to produce infectious particles under these conditions
were further screened by amplifying and sequencing the sequence flanking the Cas9/gRNA
target site. bTrCP1/2 knockout cells with bTrCP2 add back were obtained by transducing
the knockout cell line with an MLV based vector coding for both a hygromycin resistance
gene and bTrCP2 (amplified from 293FT cell cDNA); the transduced population was
subsequently selected with hygromycin. The mCherry tagged-GaLV Env ∆8 expression
cell line was produced the same way except 293 TVA cells were used (95). These cells
were chosen because they are a cell line our lab routinely uses which are morphologically
more suitable for imaging studies than 293FT cells. While both cell lines are HEK293
derivatives, 293FT cells tend to grow in clumps and adhere poorly to coverslips, whereas
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293 TVA cells (like 293T cells) appear much flatter and adhere to coverslips much more
firmly. The difference is not believed to be a result of the TVA transgene as most HEK293
derivatives, with the exception of 293FT, have a morphology similar to 293 TVA cells.
Following selection, cells were sorted using a Beckman Coulter MoFlo XDP (Cell and
Immunobiology Core, University of Missouri) for cells that express high levels of mCherry.
This cell population was transduced with HIV-CMV-NLS-GFP (Vpu+/-) at a relatively low
(<2) multiplicity of infection (MOI). The cell line expressing the ecotropic F-MLV Env
receptor, 293T mCAT-1, was provided by Walther Mothes. All cell lines were maintained
in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle media (DMEM), containing 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM
L-glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 10 mM nonessential amino acids and 10 mM MEM
Vitamins.

Western Blotting.
For inhibitor studies on protein expression, 293FT cells were transfected with 500
ng HA-tagged GaLV Env ∆8, 25 ng Vpu-GFP and 200 ng empty-plasmid. At 16 h posttransfection, cells were treated for 7 h with either a DMSO control, proteasomal inhibitor
cocktail (10 µM MG132 and 20 µM epoximicin) or a lysosomal inhibitor (100 nM
Bafilomycin A1). Cellular 293FT lysate was collected and treated with PNGase as
previously described (50). Lysate protein concentration were determined using a Bradford
reagent against a BSA standard and 10µg of protein was resolved by SDS-PAGE and
immunoblotted with anti-HA (Sigma H3663, 1:1,000, St. Louis, MO, USA) followed by
anti-mouse HRP (Sigma A5278, 1:10,000). Following transfer, blots were stained with
Ponceau S to confirm protein transfer and equivalent loading. For CD4 expression, 293FT
cells and its derivatives were transfected with 100 ng of HA-tagged CD4 and 500 ng of
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either 500 ng Vpu-IRES-GFP or 500 ng IRES-GFP. Cellular lysate was collected after 2
days and 15% of whole cell lysate was resolved by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted. CD4
expression was detected by anti-HA, and GAPDH was detected for loading control (Santa
Cruz Biotechnology SC-47724, 1:500, Dallas, TX, USA).

Infectivity Assays.
Except where noted, infectivity assays were performed by transfecting 293FT cells
or its derivatives with the Env defective HIV-CMV-GFP proviruses.

All transfections

were performed in 35 mm dishes using polyethylenimine (PEI) (96). Virus containing
media was frozen at -80˚C prior to infections in 293T mCAT-1 cells. Transduced cells
were fixed with paraformaldehyde two days post-transduction, and analyzed on an Accuri
flow cytometer. For proteasomal and lysosomal inhibitor studies, cells were transfected
with 600 ng of HIV-CMV-GFP (Vpu+/-) and 400 ng GaLV Env ∆8 or GaLV Env ∆12.
Cells were treated 40h post-transfection with either proteasomal inhibitors (20 µM ALLN
or 10 µM MG132), lysosomal inhibitors 100 nM Bafilomycin A1 (BafA) or 100 nM
Concanamycin A (ConA), a DMSO control or no treatment (NT). Virus-containing culture
media was collected 12h later and spinoculated onto 293T mCAT-1 cells at 30˚C for 30
min. For infectivity with the mCherry-GaLV Env ∆8 transduced cell line, both the virus
producing cells and the virus containing media were collected. The cells were fixed and
analyzed using an Accuri flow cytometer to determine the number of transduced (GFP
expressing) cells and the viral media was used to transduce 293T mCAT-1 cells. The output
was expressed as the number of infectious units per 106 virus producing cells. For
polyubiquitin experiments, cells were transfected with 250 ng of HIV-CMV-GFP (Vpu+/-),
250 ng GaLV Env ∆8 or GaLV Env ∆12 and 500 ng dominant-negative ubiquitin (Ub-
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K0). For Neddylation inhibitor studies, cells were transfected with 900 ng of provirus and
100 ng of MLV Env or GaLV Env ∆8. The next day, cells were treated with 1 µM
MLN4924 and viral media was collected 24 h later. For DN bTrCP and DN Cullin1 studies,
cells were transfected with 500 ng of provirus, 100 ng of MLV Env or GaLV Env ∆8 and
500 ng or 100 ng of DN bTrCP and DN Cullin1, respectively. For experiments in the
knockout cell lines, cells were transfected with 900 ng of HIV-CMV-GFP (Vpu+/-), 100 ng
of MLV Env or GaLV Env ∆8. For BST/tetherin activity assays, cells were transfected
with 900 ng of HIV-CMV-GFP (Vpu+/-), 100 ng of VSV-G and 0-80 ng of BST-2/tetherin.

Surface Labeling.
For CD4 surface labeling, 293FT cells and derivatives were plated in 35 mm dishes
and transfected the following day with 100 ng human CD4 and either 500 ng Vpu-IRESGFP or 500 ng IRES-GFP. Where appropriate, wells were transfected with varying
amounts of DN bTrCP (500 ng) or DN Cullin1 (100ng). For experiments employing
MLN4924, media was changed 24 hours post-transfection and replaced with media
containing 1 uM MLN4924 in DMSO; surface staining was performed 24 hours post-media
change. For surface staining, cells were lifted from the plates using PBS with 10 mM
EDTA, blocked with 5% goat serum in PBS for 30 min, and incubated in 96 well U-bottom
plates for 1h with 1% anti-CD4 APC conjugate primary antibody in PBS/EDTA with 1%
goat serum.

After staining, cells were washed with PBS and fixed with 1%

paraformaldehyde. Surface staining of transfected cells was analyzed the same day on an
Accuri C6 flow cytometer. CD4 surface staining was read as the mean fluorescence
intensity of the far-red APC signal among the GFP-transfected cell population. For
mCherry-GaLV Env ∆8 surface labeling, cells were first blocked with 5% goat serum in
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PBS for 30 minutes, incubated with primary anti-mCherry rabbit antibody (abcam
ab167453) diluted 1:500 in PBS for 1 hour at 4°C. After incubation, cells were washed 23 times with PBS and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min, and washed again 2-3
times with PBS. Cells were then blocked again with 5% goat serum in PBS for 30 min and
incubated in secondary anti rabbit Alexa 405 antibody (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA,
USA) in 10µg/ml concentration for 1 hour at 4°C. Cells were finally washed with PBS 23 times and analyzed on flow cytometer (BD LSRFortessa X-20, San Jose, CA, USA) at
the Cell and Immunobiology Core at the University of Missouri, and analyzed with flowJo
software (version 10.3, FlowJo, LLC, Ashland, OR, USA).

Imaging.
For mCherry-GaLV Env ∆8 imaging, cells were plated on a glass bottom dish
(MatTek, Ashland, MA, USA). Cells were first blocked with 5% goat serum in PBS for
30 min, incubated with primary anti-mCherry rabbit antibody (abcam ab167453) diluted
1:500 in PBS for 1 h at 4°C. After incubation, cells were washed 2-3 times with PBS and
fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min, and washed again 2-3 times with PBS. Cells
were then blocked again with 5% goat serum in PBS for 30 min and incubated in secondary
anti rabbit Alexa 405 antibody (Life Technologies) in 10µg/ml concentration for 1 hour at
4°C. Cells were finally washed with PBS 2-3 times. Cells were imaged on an Olympus
IX81 with 100X 1.4 oil objective with deconvolution processing of Olympus CellSens
Dimension software (version 1.3, Olympus, Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan). Images were
adjusted using ImageJ software to highlight the different intensity of signal.
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2.4 Results
The glycoprotein used for analyzing the mechanism of Vpu action in this study is
a chimeric ecotropic MLV Env glycoprotein that contained the C-terminal cytoplasmic tail
from GaLV Env with the last 8 amino acids deleted (henceforth referred to as GaLV Env
∆8). This glycoprotein was chosen because we showed previously that it forms infectious
particles with HIV-1 much more efficiently than wildtype GaLV Env, but is still potently
prevented from being incorporated into HIV-1 particles by Vpu (56). Infectious HIV-1
particle production with GaLV Env ∆8 correlates with incorporation into viral particles,
making loss of infectious particle production a quantitative measure of Vpu activity.

GaLV Env ∆8 is targeted for lysosomal degradation.
We first sought to evaluate the effect of Vpu on the steady-state levels of GaLV
Env ∆8. Cells were transfected with GaLV Env ∆8 along with an independent Vpu
expression plasmid and GaLV Env expression in cell lysates was measured by western blot.
As reported previously, expression of Vpu did not alter the level of the uncleaved Env
precursor protein (Pr85), but greatly reduced the amount of mature cleaved (gp70) Env
protein (50, 56) (Figure 2.1A). Because retroviral Env proteins are not cleaved until they
pass through the Golgi apparatus (97), this is consistent with GaLV Env ∆8 being targeted
by Vpu in a post-ER compartment. HIV-1 Vpu targets CD4 for degradation through
proteasomal degradation (67), but targets BST-2/tetherin through lysosomal degradation
(54, 78). HIV-1 Vpu was previously reported mediate lysosomal degradation of GaLV
Env (50). To verify that the GaLV Env construct used in this study behaves the same as
the full-length protein used previously, transfected cells were treated with lysosomal or
proteasomal inhibitors.

Treatment of cells with lysosomal inhibitor Bafilomycin A
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restored mature Env in cells, but treatment with proteasome inhibitors did not (Figure 2.1A).
These results are consistent with the previous report; however, unlike the previous report
(50), we found that Vpu was sufficient to modulate the mature GaLV Env expression level
and did not require the presence of additional HIV-1 structural proteins.

Inhibition of lysosomal degradation does not restore infectious particle production
with GaLV Env ∆8.
We next asked whether lysosomal inhibition was sufficient to restore infectious
particle production with GaLV Env ∆8. For this experiment, an NL4-3 derived HIV-1
provirus (Vpu+/-) lacking Env, Vif, and Vpr and containing CMV-GFP in place of Nef
(henceforth HIV-CMV-GFP) was pseudotyped with GaLV Env ∆8 and infectious particle
output was measured following treatment with proteasomal or lysosomal inhibitors. As a
control, the same proviruses were pseudotyped with GaLV Env ∆12, which has four
additional amino acids deleted rendering the protein insensitive to Vpu (56). As expected,
Vpu reduced the infectious particle production with GaLV Env ∆8 by approximately 100fold, but had no effect on the infectious unit production with Vpu-insensitive GaLV Env
∆12 (Figure 2.1B). Neither proteasomal nor lysosomal inhibitors restored infectious
particle production to HIV-1 particles pseudotyped with GaLV Env ∆8. Proteasomal
inhibitors noticeably reduced the production of infectious viral particles, but it did so with
both glycoproteins and was not affected by Vpu.

Thus, preventing GaLV Env ∆8

degradation was not sufficient to restore infectious particle production.

A possible

explanation for this is that the GaLV Env protein is sequestered in the lysosome and away
from viral particles, even if it is not degraded at the lysosome. A similar phenomenon has
been observed with Vpu modulation of BST-2/tetherin in COS cells (87).
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Loss of surface expression weakly correlates with loss of infectious particle
production.
We demonstrated previously that loss of infectious particle production with GaLV
Env in the presence of Vpu did not require noticeable surface downmodulation (51).
However, these previous studies were performed in transfected cells in which both Vpu
and GaLV Env were presumably overexpressed, and the study only addressed surface
expression. To study the change in GaLV Env distribution using a system where the
protein is not as highly expressed, we first generated a novel cell line expressing a
fluorescently tagged version of GaLV Env ∆8 that contained mCherry cloned into the
proline rich ectodomain of the glycoprotein. This construct was chosen because it produces
infectious particles with similar efficiency to untagged protein, and it remains sensitive to
Vpu expression. Next, we transduced these cells at a low MOI (<2) with HIV-CMV-GFP
particles (Vpu+/-) and analyzed total Env expression, Env distribution, surface Env
expression, and infectious particle production (Figure 2.2). Transduced and un-transduced
cells displayed discrete Env punctae within the cytoplasm of cells, but only weak signal at
the plasma membrane. There was no obvious difference in quantity or distribution in the
mCherry signal in cells transduced with Vpu containing provirus. However, when we
stained surface Env expression using an antibody against mCherry, there was a noticeable
loss in surface Env expression in Vpu expressing cells relative to neighboring untransduced
cells (Figure 2.2). To quantitate this difference, the cells were collected and analyzed by
flow cytometry. There was no quantifiable reduction in total mCherry expression in cells
expressing Vpu. However, when surface labeling was quantified there was a consistent 23 fold reduction in surface expression relative to cells transduced with virus lacking Vpu.
It was surprising that Vpu did not cause a quantifiable difference in overall GaLV Env
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expression levels, which is in contrast to what we and others have observed in experiments
where GaLV Env is transfected into cells. We believe that the difference is because in the
stable cells where Env is expressed at low level, which may make Vpu modulation less
apparent. Alternatively, the difference could simply reflect differences in the two assays.
While western blot (Figure 2.1A) detects absolute protein levels, the flow cytometry
readings (Figure 2.2B) detect the fluorescent signal from the produced protein. To
determine the infectious pseudotyped particle production from these cells, the supernatant
was collected and used to transduce fresh cells. Because the Env expressing cells do not
express the mCAT-1 receptor, infectivity could only be scored on a secondary cell line that
expresses the ecotropic MLV Env receptor mCAT-1 (293T mCAT).

While both

transduced cell lines produced infectious particles, the output from cells transduced with
the Vpu-containing provirus was 50-100 times lower (Figure 2.2D). Thus, while Vpu only
partially downmodulates GaLV Env ∆8 from the surface of cells, it almost completely
abrogates production of infectious particles.

Vpu inhibition of GaLV Env ∆8 infectious particle production is polyubiquitin
dependent.
Because some Vpu activities involve polyubiquitination, we employed a dominant
negative ubiquitin to address whether polyubiquitination is required to restrict infectious
particle production. This dominant negative protein has all seven of its lysine residues
mutated to arginine (Ub-K0) such that the protein can be covalently added to substrates,
but cannot form ubiquitin chains due to its lack of lysine acceptor residues (98-102). We
found Ub-K0 enhanced infectious particle output of HIV-CMV-GFP (Vpu+)
approximately 100-fold with GaLV Env ∆8, but it had no effect on HIV-CMV-GFP (Vpu-)
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particles (Figure 2.3). Ub-K0 had no effect with GaLV Env ∆12 in the presence or absence
of Vpu. These findings demonstrate that polyubiquitination is required for the modulation
of GaLV Env ∆8 by Vpu.

Vpu inhibition of GaLV Env ∆8 infectious particle production is restored by
neddylation inhibitor MLN4924.
The dependence on both polyubiquitin chains (Figure 2.3) and the Vpu S52,56
residues (51) indicated that Vpu may be hijacking and utilizing a ubiquitin ligase to prevent
mature GaLV trafficking to viral particles. MLN4924 is an ATP analogue that binds to
and irreversibly inhibits the Nedd8 activating enzyme, a member of a pathway responsible
for crosslinking a Nedd8 moiety onto Cullin proteins and critically important for their
activity (103). As such, MLN4924 is a strong inhibitor of all Cullin-containing E3
ubiquitin ligases in the cell (104). To determine if Cullin activity is required for Vpu
activity against GaLV Env ∆8, we transfected HIV-CMV-GFP (Vpu+/-) along with GaLV
Env ∆8 or Vpu-resistant MLV Env, and measured infectious particle output in the presence
or absence of MLN4924 (Figure 2.4A).

Because of variation in infectious particle

production among glycoproteins, the infectious particle output for each set of experiments
is normalized and expressed as a percent compared to the Vpu- provirus with no treatment.
Infectious output from particles generated with MLV Env was not altered by Vpu
expression and was modestly inhibited by MLN4924. As expected, infectious particle
output from cells expressing GaLV Env ∆8 was severely restricted by Vpu. However, this
Vpu inhibition was eliminated by MLN4924 treatment. Thus, Vpu antagonism of GaLV
Env is dependent on a cellular Cullin-containing ubiquitin ligase enzyme.
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Vpu inhibition of GaLV Env ∆8 infectious particle production is restored by
dominant negative (DN) Cullin 1, but not a DN bTrCP.
Since Vpu is known to hijack SCF-bTrCP, we used two DN proteins to test if Vpu
antagonism of GaLV Env ∆8 was dependent on Cullin1 and the F-box proteins bTrCP-1/2. DN Cullin1 is missing its Rbx domain, through which it binds to and engages the E2
ubiquitination machinery; as such, it binds to the Skp/F-box protein complex but does not
support ubiquitin transfer to the target substrate protein. DN bTrCP is missing its F-box
domain, through which it contacts the Skp1/Cullin1/E2 ligase machinery complex, so it
will bind to substrate proteins and Vpu, but cannot support ubiquitin transfer to target
protein, and therefore blocks Vpu activity with both bTrCP-1 and -2 (54, 68). We cotransfected HIV-CMV-GFP (Vpu+/-) with MLV/GaLV ∆8 Env or MLV Env along with
DN Cullin1, DN bTrCP or an empty control vector (Figure 2.4B). Both DN proteins
reduced infectious particle production 2-3 fold with MLV Env regardless of Vpu
expression, as well as MLV/GaLV ∆8 particles in the absence of Vpu. This is most likely
due to off-target effects of the expressed proteins.

Once again, infectious particle

production with MLV GaLV Env ∆8 was severely restricted (50-100 fold) in the presence
of Vpu. Curiously, dominant negative Cullin1 potently rescued MLV/GaLV ∆8 infectious
particle production, while DN bTrCP showed no rescue at all (Figure 2.4B). This
experiment was repeated numerous times with both higher and lower DN bTrCP
concentrations, but infectious particle rescue was never observed. SCF ligases utilize over
80 possible F-box proteins and these findings raised the possibility that Vpu is capable of
hijacking F-box proteins other than bTrCP, expanding the network of potential E3 enzymes
it could subvert. To confirm that the DN bTrCP expression construct was functional, we
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confirmed that it was capable of restoring CD4 surface expression in the presence of Vpu
(Figure 2.4C).

bTrCP is required for Vpu activity.

To unambiguously determine the bTrCP-dependency of Vpu activity, we chose to
use CRISPR/Cas9 to generate a novel 293FT cell line with both bTrCP-1 and -2 knocked
out. CRISPR/Cas9 gRNAs were designed against both genes and introduced into cells.
To our surprise, the pool of CRISPR treated cells showed some enhancement in infectious
particle production with GaLV Env in the presence of Vpu (not shown), suggesting that
bTrCP is at least partially required for activity. Clonal isolates were obtained from this
population of cells by limiting dilution and cell lines were screened for enhanced infectious
particle production with GaLV Env in the presence of Vpu. Because we could not identify
any commercial antibodies that reliably detect the two bTrCP proteins, clonal isolates were
further screened by recovering the CRISPR gRNA target sites by PCR and sequencing the
product to confirm the knockout (KO) at each locus (Figure 2.5). The clonal isolate
selected (bTrCP-1/2 KO) contained a homologous -2 indel in bTrCP- 1 locus, and a
mixture of -2, -16, +62 indels in the bTrCP-2 locus. These three indels persisted through
multiple rounds of clonal isolation, suggesting that the cell line is at least trisomic at this
locus, which is on chromosome 5. To rule out any changes in this cell line being a result
of off-target CRISPR effects, we stably reintroduced bTrCP-2 to the cell line to examine
in parallel (bTrCP-1/2 KO + bTrCP-2, henceforth referred to as ‘add back’).
We first tested the bTrCP-1/2 KO and add back cell lines in infectivity assays with
HIV-CMV-GFP containing Vpu-, Vpu+ or VpuS52,56A along with GaLV Env ∆8 or MLV
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Env (Figure 2.6A). Because the three cell lines did not transfect at exactly the same rates,
the infectious particle production from each cell line was expressed relative to that from
the Vpu- provirus. In both the parental 293FT cell line and the add back cell line the
presence of wildtype Vpu greatly reduced infectious particle production (10-fold or more)
with GaLV Env ∆8, but VpuS52,56A had little to no effect (2-fold or less). Surprisingly, we
found that in the bTrCP-1/2 KO cell line Vpu lost the ability to restrict GaLV Env ∆8, and
the activity of wildtype Vpu was the same as VpuS52,56A. This was in contrast to what was
observed with the DN bTrCP (Figure 2.4B).
Next, we examined the ability of Vpu to downmodulate CD4 in these cell lines. As
would be expected, in the parent 293FT cell line and in the add back cell line Vpu greatly
reduced surface CD4 expression. In fact, each time the experiment was performed Vpu
appeared to downmodulate CD4 more efficiently in the add back cell line than in the parent
cell line. This could likely be due to bTrCP-2 expression being higher in the add back cell
line than in the parent cell line (Figure 2.6B). However, in the bTrCP-1/2 KO cell line
Vpu was not able to meaningfully downmodulate CD4 expression. When analyzed by
western, the steady state levels of CD4 decreased in the presence of Vpu in 293FT and add
back cells, but in the bTrCP-1/2 KO cells the CD4 expression level increased in the
presence of Vpu (Figure 2.6C). This confirms that bTrCP is required for CD4 degradation
by Vpu.
Finally, we chose to examine the antagonism of BST-2/tetherin by Vpu in these
cell lines (Figure 2.6D). For this experiment each cell line was transfected with HIVCMV-GFP containing Vpu-, Vpu+ or VpuS52,56Aand a Vpu-insensitive glycoprotein along
with 0, 10, 20, 40, or 80 ng of a tetherin expression plasmid. As expected, in the 293FT
parent cell line infectious particle output was essentially abolished with 10 ng of tetherin,
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but the Vpu+ infectious particle output was only partially reduced. The infectious particle
output with VpuS52,56A was higher than with Vpu-, but there was a very clear and
statistically significant difference between wildtype Vpu and VpuS52,56A. The results were
largely the same in the add back cell line except wildtype Vpu appeared to be more
effective at countering tetherin than in the parent cell line. This is similar to what was
observed in the CD4 modulation experiments and are consistent with bTrCP-2 being able
to enhance Vpu activity. The output with the bTrCP-1/2 KO cell line was clearly different.
The provirus with VpuS52,56A was still able to counter tetherin as efficiently as in the parent
and add back cell lines, but the provirus with wildtype Vpu had greatly diminished activity.
There was a small (0.5-fold) but statistically significant enhancement of wildtype Vpu
activity over VpuS52,56A at 10 ng of tetherin, but at all other concentrations there was no
statistically significant difference between wildtype Vpu and VpuS52,56A. We conclude that
in this cell line, the predominant function of the S52,56 residues in Vpu is to recruit bTrCP.

2.5 Discussion
Here we verified the role of the SCF/bTrCP1/2 E3 ubiquitin ligase as a critical
cofactor for Vpu to block incorporation of mature, functional GaLV Env into pseudotyped
HIV-1 particles.

We further confirmed that this ligase is also critical for Vpu to

downmodulate CD4 from the cell surface and to antagonize the host restriction factor BST2/tetherin. While there has generally been a consensus that bTrCP is the critical host factor
required to promote CD4 downmodulation, the role of SCF/bTrCP in BST-2/tetherin
antagonism has been more controversial (74, 75, 80). Initial studies on the mechanism of
how Vpu blocks GaLV Env incorporation into virions suggested that it was at least similar
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to the CD4 mechanism, since the two proteins share the same Vpu sensitivity motif in the
cytoplasmic tail (56). However, the dominant negative version of bTrCP, which blocked
Vpu antagonism of CD4, failed to block its activity against GaLV Env. Therefore the
finding that Vpu activity against GaLV Env was lost in bTrCP-1/2 KO cell line was
surprising, but clearly showed that bTrCP was required for Vpu to block formation of
GaLV Env pseudotypes. This is not the first report of the DN/bTrCP yielding a different
outcome than knocking down bTrCP-1 and -2. Tervo et al. demonstrated that DN bTrCP
could restore CD4 and BST-2/tetherin surface expression in the presence of Vpu, but it
could not restore overall BST-2/tetherin expression levels (74). In contrast, when they
knocked down bTrCP-1 and -2 in the presence of Vpu it restored BST-2/tetherin expression
levels.

The authors speculated that the DN bTrCP may impair the Vpu-dependent

proteasomal degradation of Vpu targets, but may not be able to prevent these targets from
trafficking to the lysosome. The simplest explanation for the failure of DN bTrCP to
restore GaLV Env infectious particle production in the presence of Vpu is that DN bTrCP
has off-target effects that distort the assay. In particular, we found that the concentrations
of DN bTrCP required to restore CD4 surface expression in the presence of Vpu inhibited
infectious particle production even in the absence of Vpu (Figure 2.4). In the data shown,
the same concentration of DN bTrCP was used in both the CD4 and GaLV Env assays.
Lower concentrations of DN bTrCP was less detrimental to infectivity, but was also less
effective at restoring CD4 expression in the presence of Vpu. DN bTrCP was unable to
enhance GaLV Env infectivity in the presence of Vpu at any of the concentrations.
While there has been controversy on the role of bTrCP in antagonism of BST2/tetherin by Vpu, the studies refuting its importance have usually employed siRNA
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knockdown of the bTrCPs, while this is to our knowledge the first time these proteins have
been permanently knocked out in virus producing cells (74, 75). Vpu also has multiple
mechanisms to counteract BST-2/tetherin, and so differing degrees of partial antagonism
often remain when one of the mechanisms is blocked (77, 105). Even in the bTrCP
knockout cells, there does remain a very slight degree of BST-2/tetherin antagonism, but
it falls below statistical significance when BST-2/tetherin levels increase beyond 10ng.
Thus, the bTrCP-independent mechanism would seem to be most relevant when BST2/tetherin is expressed at low levels. In support of this, it was demonstrated previously that
treatment of cells with MLN4924 to block Cullin ubiquitin ligases had greater impact on
Vpu antagonism of BST-2/tetherin if cells were first treated with interferon, thus
upregulating the BST-2/tetherin levels (81). In addition to BST-2/tetherin levels, the level
of bTrCP expression may also affect the potency of Vpu activity against BST-2/tetherin.
When we reintroduced bTrCP-2 into cells where both genes had been knocked out the
activity of Vpu against both CD4 and BST-2/tetherin was enhanced. Thus, the mechanism
Vpu utilizes to counteract BST-2/tetherin likely varies depending on the levels of BST2/tetherin and of bTrCP.
Finally, it should be noted that Vpu maintains at least a slight amount of activity
against all three targets, (CD4, GaLV Env, and BST-2/tetherin) in the bTrCP-1/2 KO cell
line. It cannot be ruled out that this cell line maintained some bTrCP-2 activity. The
knockout cell line we generated targeted the third of seven of its WD40 domains that are
required for interacting with its targets. Notably, we did not succeed in producing a
homozygous knockout with a gRNA that targeted further upstream, and it has been
reported that bTrCP-2 (FBXW11) is essential for optimal proliferation (106).
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Figure 2.1: Vpu depletes mature GaLV Env ∆8 in cells.
(A) 293FT cells were transfected with hemagglutinin (HA)-tagged GaLV Env ∆8
and GFP-tagged Vpu. 16h post-transfection, cells were treated for 7h with either a DMSO
control, proteasomal inhibitor cocktail containing 10 uM MG132 and 20 uM epoximicin
(EP), or a lysosomal inhibitor Bafilomycin A1 (BafA1, 100 nM). Then, 10ug of cell lysate
was immunoblotted with anti-HA antibody. (B) 293FT cells were transfected with HIVCMV-GFP (Vpu+/-) and GaLV Env ∆8 or GaLV Env ∆12. At 40h post-transfection, cells
were treated with either proteasomal inhibitors MG132 (10 uM) or ALLN (20 uM), or
lysosomal inhibitors BafA (100 nM) or Concanamycin A (ConA, 100 nM), a DMSO
control, or no treatment (NT). After 12h, virus-containing culture media was collected and
spinoculated onto 293T mCAT-1. Transduced cells were measured by flow cytometry 48h
later. I.U.=infectious units. (A) was performed by Devon Gregory. (B) was performed by
Tiffany Lucas.
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Figure 2.1: Vpu depletes mature GaLV Env ∆8 in cells.
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Figure 2.2: Vpu decreases surface expression of GaLV Env ∆8 and infectious particle
production.
(A) Sorted 293 TVA cells stably expressing mCherry tagged MLV GaLV Env ∆8
were transduced with HIV-CMV-NLS-GFP (Vpu+/-) and plated on glass bottom dishes.
The presence of GFP (green) indicates that the cell has been transduced. Total Env (cherry)
expression is shown in red. Surface Env was labeled with Alexa405 (blue). Scale bar =
10uM. (B) Transduced cells from (A) were collected, surface labeled and analyzed on a
flow cytometer for both total and surface MLV GaLV Env ∆8 expression. Transduced
cells without Env stably expressed were used as controls (grey/yellow populations) (C)
Average relative mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of Env expression and surface Env
expression are shown from 3 individual experiments. (D) Cells were transduced as
explained in (A). Supernatants containing VLPs were collected from transduced Envexpressing producer cells (Vpu+/-) for infection on 293 mCAT-1. Producer cells were
collected and analyzed by flow cytometry to determine the number of virus producing cells.
Transduced mCAT-1 cells were measured by flow cytometry 48h later and infectious unit
production (I.U.) per million transduced producer cells was calculated. Figure 2.2 was
performed by Yul Eum Song.
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Figure 2.2: Vpu decreases surface expression of GaLV Env ∆8 and infectious particle
production.
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Figure 2.3: Vpu constrains GaLV Env envelope pseudotyping in a polyubiquitindependent manner.
293FT cells were transfected with Vpu sensitive GaLV Env Δ8 or insensitive GaLV
Env Δ12, HIV-CMV-GFP and a DN ubiquitin (Ub-K0) expression construct. After 48h,
media was transferred to 293T mCAT-1 cells and infectivity was measured by flow
cytometry 48h later. Bars are mean +SD for three experimental replicates. Figure 2.3 was
performed by Tiffany Lucas.
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Figure 2.3: Vpu constrains GaLV Env envelope pseudotyping in a polyubiquitindependent manner.
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Figure 2.4: Vpu antagonism of GaLV Env is Cullin1 dependent.
(A) 293FT cells were transfected HIV-CMV-GFP along with either MLV Env or
MLV/GaLV Env Δ8. 24h post-transfection cells were treated with 1 µM MLN4924, or
DMSO. Media was collected after 24h and was transferred to 293T mCAT-1 cells and
infectivity was measured by flow cytometry 48h later. Infectious particle output was
normalized to that of HIV-CMV-GFP (Vpu-)/DMSO. (B) 293FT cells were transfected
with HIV-CMV-GFP along with either MLV Env or MLV/GaLV Env Δ8 and either DN
Cullin1, DN bTrCP, or empty vector control. After 48h, media was transferred to 293T
mCAT-1 cells and infectivity was measured by flow cytometry 48h later. (C) 293FT cells
were transfected with human CD4 alone, CD4 + Vpu IRES GFP, or CD4 + Vpu IRES GFP
+ DN Cullin1 or DN bTrCP. CD4 surface protein was labeled and analyzed by flow
cytometry 48h later. Asterisks indicate p < 0.01. (A) and (B) were performed by Daniel
Cyburt. (C) was performed by Daniel Cyburt and Yul Eum Song.
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Figure 2.4: Vpu antagonism of GaLV Env is Cullin1 dependent.
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Figure 2.5: Confirmation of bTrCP -1 and -2 KO.
Shown is the schematic of the gRNA target site in the bTrCP -1 and -2 genes.
Genomic DNA was extracted from the parent 293FT cell line as well as the bTrCP -1/2
KO cell line. The sequence flanking the CRISPR gRNA target sites was amplified by PCR
and sequenced. The sequence in the bTrCP-1 was a homogeneous -2 nt KO. The sequence
in the bTrCP-2 locus was appeared to be three distinct variations (-2, -16, +62). This was
confirmed by subcloning the PCR and sequencing the three distinct isoforms. Figure 2.5
was performed by Daniel Cyburt and Marc Johnson.
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Figure 2.5: Confirmation of bTrCP -1 and -2 KO.
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Figure 2.6: Importance of bTrCP.
(A) 293FT, bTrCP-1/2 KO, and add back cells were transfected HIV-CMV-GFP
(Vpu+, Vpu-, and VpuS52/56A) along with MLV Env or GaLV Env Δ8. After 48h, media
was transferred to 293T mCAT-1 cells and infectivity was measured by flow cytometry
48h later. Infectious particle production from each data set was normalized to HIV-CMVGFP (Vpu-).

Shown is the average and standard deviation from six independent

experiments. (B) The same cell lines were transfected with human CD4 with or without
Vpu-IRES-GFP, surface stained for CD4 expression, and analyzed by flow cytometer 48h
later. (C) The same cell lines were transfected with HA-tagged human CD4 with or without
Vpu-IRES-GFP, collected after 2 days, and immunoblotted for HA-CD4. GAPDH was
blotted as a loading control. (D) The same cells lines were transfected with HIV-CMVGFP (Vpu+, Vpu-, and VpuS52/56A), along with VSV-G and varying amounts of HATetherin (0-80ng). After 48h, media was transferred to 293T mCAT-1 cells and infectivity
was measured by flow cytometry 48h later. Infectious particle production from each data
set was normalized to that of the well with 0 ng tetherin. Shown is the average and standard
deviation of seven independent experiments. Students t test was performed comparing
Vpu+ to VpuS52,56A. Asterisks indicate p<0.01. NS indicates difference is not significant.
(A) was performed by Daniel Cyburt. (B) was performed by Daniel Cyburt and Yul Eum
Song. (C) was performed by Yul Eum Song. (D) was performed by Daniel Cyburt and
Terri Lyddon.
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Figure 2.6: Importance of bTrCP.
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III. Sequence determinants in gammaretroviral Env
cytoplasmic tails dictate virus-specific pseudotyping
compatibility

Yul Eum Song, Grace Y. Olinger, Sanath Kumar Janaka, Marc C. Johnson

This work has been published in the Journal of Virology: Sequence determinants in
gammaretroviral Env cytoplasmic tails dictate virus-specific pseudotyping compatibility.
Journal of Virology 2019, doi: 10.1128/JVI.02172-18 (107).

3.1 Abstract
Viruses can incorporate foreign glycoproteins to form infectious particles through
a process known as pseudotyping. However, not all glycoproteins are compatible with all
viruses. Despite the fact that viral pseudotyping is widely used, what makes a
virus/glycoprotein pair compatible is poorly understood. To study this, we chose to analyze
a gammaretroviral glycoprotein (Env) whose compatibility with different viruses could be
modulated through small changes in its cytoplasmic tail (CT).

One form of this

glycoprotein is compatible with Murine Leukemia Virus (MLV) particles but incompatible
with Human Immunodeficiency Virus 1 (HIV-1) particles, while the second is compatible
with HIV-1 particles but not with MLV particles. To decipher the factors affecting virusspecific Env incompatibility, we characterized Env incorporation, maturation, cell-to-cell
fusogenicity, and virus-to-cell fusogenicity of each Env. The HIV-1 particle
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incompatibility correlated with less efficient cleavage of the R-peptide by HIV-1 protease.
However, the MLV particle incompatibility was more nuanced. MLV incompatibility
appeared to be caused by lack of incorporation into particles, yet incorporation could be
restored by further truncating the CT or by using a chimeric MLV Gag containing HIV-1
MA, without fully restoring infectivity. The MLV particle incompatibility appeared to be
caused in part by fusogenic repression in MLV particles through an unknown mechanism.
This study demonstrates that the Env CT can dictate functionality of Env within particles
in a virus-specific manner.

3.2 Importance
Viruses utilize viral glycoproteins to efficiently enter target cells during infection.
How viruses acquire viral glycoproteins has been studied to understand the pathogenesis
of viruses and develop safer and more efficient viral vectors for gene therapies. The CTs
of viral glycoproteins have been shown to regulate various stages of the glycoprotein
biogenesis, but a gap still remains in understanding the molecular mechanism of
glycoprotein acquisition and functionality regarding the CT. Here we studied the
mechanism of how specific mutations in the CT of a gammaretroviral envelope
glycoprotein distinctly affect infectivity with two different viruses. Different mutations
caused failure of glycoproteins to function in a virus-specific manner due to distinct fusion
defects, suggesting that there are virus-specific characteristics affecting glycoprotein
functionality.
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3.3 Introduction
An essential gene encoded by all retroviruses is Env, a transmembrane glycoprotein
that mediates viral entry into target cells. Env is translated in the ER, transported to Golgi,
and glycosylated and cleaved by a furin-type cellular protease into two subunits, SU
(surface) and TM (transmembrane). The two subunits remain associated after cleavage as
they traffic to the viral assembly site and are incorporated into viral particles. During entry
of virus into the target cell, the SU subunit of Env first binds to the host cell receptor,
triggering a conformational change, and the TM subunit subsequently facilitates fusion
between the viral membrane and the host cell (25, 26, 108).
Some retroviral Env proteins go through a priming step before becoming
fusogenically active. For gammaretroviruses, the activated viral protease in the viral
particle cleaves off a short segment of the Env CT, called the R-peptide, allowing Env to
become fusogenic (30, 109, 110). This cleavage affects trimeric interactions of TM and
results in the splaying of the three TM legs, which is essential for receptor triggering (30).
Although this type of Env activation has been most extensively studied in
gammaretroviruses, the Env protein from the deltaretrovirus Mason-Pfizer monkey virus
(MPMV), and the lentivirus Equine infectious anemia virus (EIAV), have also been
reported to have an R-peptide (111-115). Viral maturation can also be involved in priming
Env in other retroviruses; in the case of HIV-1, even though a specific R-peptide is not
present, maturation affects Env conformation and fusogenicity in a CT dependent manner
(116-118).
In addition to the direct regulation of fusion, the Env CT has also been reported to
be involved in multiple roles in the viral life cycle including signaling, trafficking,
incorporation, and interaction with host-factors (38, 119-122). Importantly, the Env CT of
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several proteins have been reported to affect their incorporation into foreign viral particles
(112, 123-126). We reported previously that the CT of MLV Env is dispensable for
recruitment to HIV assembly sites. However, we also found that MLV Env is selectively
packaged into MLV particles over HIV particles if both are present in the same cell, and
that this selective incorporation into MLV particles was CT dependent, suggesting specific
interactions exist between the CT and the viral particle (42).
In this study, we characterized two distinct Env glycoproteins with changes in their
CT that cause virus-specific incompatibility with either lentiviral (HIV-1) or
gammaretroviral (MLV) particles. Our results demonstrate that mutations in the CT can
have distinct effects on two different retroviruses, suggesting that the distinct environment
within different types of retroviral particles can affect the functionality of Env.

3.4 Materials and Methods
Antibody generation. A humanized version of the rat IgM monoclonal antibody 42/114
was generated for detection of the MLV TM (p15E) protein. To accomplish this, RNA
from the 42/114 hybridoma (127) was extracted, cDNA was generated, and the sequence
for

the

variable

regions

of

µ

heavy

GAGGTGCAGCTTCAGGAGTCAGGACCTGGCCTT,

chain

(Forward
reverse

primer
primer

ATCAGACAGGGGGCTCTCGCAGGAGA) and k light chain (Forward primer
TTAGGGCTGCTGCTGCTTTGG, reverse primer CGTTTCAGTTCCAGCTTGGT)
were PCR amplified. The extracted variable regions were subcloned by in-fusion (clontech)
into variable regions of pVITRO1-Trastizimab-IgG1/K, a gift from Andrew Beavil
(Addgene pasmid #61883) (128). Complete g heavy chain and k light chain from the vector
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were then PCR amplified and inserted into retroviral vectors pQCXIP and pQCXIH,
respectively (clontech) and used to generate a stable 293FT cell line secreting human IgG.
Collected antibodies secreted in medium were further purified with HiTrap Protein G
column (GE Health Science), dialyzed, and concentrated by filter centrifugation for 45-90
minutes at 4,000 rpm (Amicon Ultra 15).

Cell culture. The 293FT cell line was obtained from Invitrogen. The 293T mCAT-1 cell
line expressing the ecotropic F-MLV Env receptor was kindly provided by Walter Mothes
(Yale University). The HT1080/mCAT-1 Cre reporter cell line was kindly provided by
Alan Rein (20). 293T mCAT-1 cells stably expressing Gaussia luciferase downstream of
a Tet Responsive Element (TRE) promoter was previously described (129). All cells were
maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1
mM sodium pyruvate, 10 mM non-essential amino acids, and 1% MEM vitamins.

Plasmids. NL4-3 derived HIV-CMV-GFP was kindly provided by Vineet Kewal-Ramani
(National Cancer Institute [NCI]-Frederick). This proviral vector lacks Vif, Vpr, Vpu, Nef,
and Env, and contains CMV-GFP in place of Nef. CMV-MLV-GagPol and the ecotropic
Friend MLV Env expression vector were kindly provided by Walter Mothes (Yale
University). The MLV reporter constructs pQCXIP-TdTomato and pQCXIP-GFP were
previously described (51, 130). The plasmid encoding Cre recombinase fused with MLV
Gag (MLV Gag-Cre) was kindly provided by Alan Rein (20). For Src-MLV GagPol, the
Src variant (MGSNKSKPKDASSQR) was cloned in the place of MA in CMV-MLVGagPol. CMV driven tTA (tet-off) protein expression vector was previously described
(129). The HIV-1 vector with CMV-driven, intron-interrupted reverse Gaussia luciferase
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(HIV-iGluc) was adapted from a vector kindly provided by David Derse and was described
previously (129, 131-133). The MLV reporter vector with a CMV-driven, reverse-introninterrupted Gaussia luciferase gene (MLV-iGluc) was constructed by subcloning the
CMV-driven reverse-intron-interrupted Gaussia luciferase gene from the HIV-iGluc into
pQCXIP (Clontech). The MLV GagPol construct with HIV-1 MA domain (hMA-MLV)
was previously described (134). The MLV Env with GaLV Env CT was previously
described (51). MLV/GaLV Env D8 construct and MLV/GaLV Env I170P D8 (I26P in
previous report) constructs were previously described (56). Point mutations and truncations
of MLV and MLV/GaLV Env were created by oligonucleotide-mediated mutagenesis.
Some Env constructs used in the western blots contain a hemagglutinin (HA) tag
(YPYDVPDYA) in a proline-rich region in SU (129). For virus capture assay, codon
optimized MLV/GaLV D8 Env with internal HA tag in the proline-rich region in SU
(Addgene) was inserted in pQCXIP (Clontech), and the HA tag was replaced with GFP.
The VSV-G expression construct was obtained from NIH AIDS Reagent Program (135).
For the RSV proviral construct, CMV was inserted upstream of the GFP gene in the
previously described RCAS.GFP-Tomato vector (136). pUC19 was obtained from
Invitrogen.

Infectivity assay. Infectivity assays using HIV-CMV-GFP or CMV-MLV-GagPol and
pQCXIP-GFP with various Env constructs were performed by transfection in 293FT cells
with polyethylenimine (PEI) (137). Media were changed about 24 hours post-transfection
and collected after another 24 hours. Supernatant containing the virus was frozen at -80°C
for at least 4 hours, thawed and spun at 3,200 xg for 5 minutes, and the same volume of
media was added on target cells with 20 µg of hexadimethrine bromide per mL (Sigma
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H9268). Infected cells were collected about 48 hours post-infection, fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde, washed with PBS, and analyzed on an Accuri C6 flow cytometer.
Except where noted, transfections for the infectivity assay were performed in 6well plates with a total of 2 µg of plasmids. For HIV-1 infectivity, 1,800 ng of HIV-CMVGFP and 200 ng of Env constructs were co-transfected. For MLV infectivity, 900 ng of
CMV-MLV-GagPol and 900 ng of either pQCXIP-GFP or pQCXIP-TdTomato were
transfected along with 200 ng of Env. For the Env titration assay, 400 ng of HIV-CMVGFP or 400 ng of CMV-MLV GagPol and 400 ng of pQCXIP-TdTomato were transfected
with various amounts of Env (20 ng, 80 ng, 320 ng, 1280 ng) and a filler plasmid, pUC19,
was used to normalize total DNA quantity in the transfection. For western blotting and
infectivity in figures 3.6C, 8C and 9, a total of 1 µg of plasmid was transfected at a 9 to 1
ratio of virus to Env. For western blot and infectivity in figures 3.4, and 5C, 1,500 ng of
virus and 500 ng of Env were transfected.

Virus capture assay. The virus capture assay was performed using a modified version of
our published protocol (129, 131). Briefly, 293FT cells in 12 well plates were transfected
with HIV-iGluc (400 ng) or MLV-iGluc (200 ng) and MLV-CMV-GagPol (200 ng) along
with various GFP-tagged Env expression plasmids (40 ng for HIV-1 particles, 50 ng for
MLV particles) and the VSV-G expression plasmid (10 ng for HIV-1, 25 ng for MLV).
These amounts were derived empirically from titration curves to yield similar infectivity
between the two different virus constructs. Medium was changed after 24 hours and
collected after another 24 hours. 20 µl (or 100 µl for Env truncations) of PBS with or
without polyclonal GFP antibodies previously described (1:10,000, (129)) was added to
the wells of an ELISA plate and incubated overnight at 4°C. The antibody or PBS was then
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removed and replaced with blocking buffer (PBS with 1% BSA, 5% sucrose, 0.05%
sodium azide) for 1 hour. After blocking buffer was removed, 10ul of viral supernatant and
10ul of PBS was added to the each well and incubated for 3 hours at 37°C. After the
incubation, supernatant was removed and the wells were washed twice with 100 µl of PBS,
except the positive control wells where the viral supernatant was not removed. 20 µl of
PBS was then added to washed wells to normalize the volume, and 293FT cells were added
on top for infection. 2 days later, 20 µl of supernatant from each well was transferred to a
black 96 well plate for measuring guassia luciferase activity with 50 µl of 10 µM
coelenterazine in 0.1M Tris (pH 7.4) and 0.3M sodium ascorbate (NanoLight Technology).
Luminescence, representing infectivity, was measured from the supernatant using a
PerkinElmer Enspire 2300 Multilabel Reader. Each sample was normalized to the straight
infection (no wash) as positive controls.

Viral entry assay. The viral entry assay was performed as previously described (20), with
a few modifications. Briefly, 293FT cells in 12 well plates were transfected with 50 ng of
each Env expression plasmid, 225 ng of CMV-MLV-GagPol, 225 ng of pQXIP-GFP, and
45 ng of MLV Gag-Cre fusion plasmid. In some instances these transfections were
performed in 6 well plates with appropriate scaling of plasmids. After 24 hours of
transfection, medium was changed, and the supernatant was harvested after another 24
hours. Media were frozen at -80°C for at least 4 hours, thawed, and Cre reporter cells were
transduced with equal volumes of the virus samples. After 48 hours, firefly luciferase
activity was measured using Bright Glo reagent (Promega).
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Env fusion assay. 293FT cells were transfected with 100 ng of Env and 100 ng of tTA
expression plasmid in a 6-well plate or half this amount was transfected in 12 wells. The
next day, medium was changed to remove residual transfection reagent, and 293 mCAT-1
TRE Gluc cells were plated on top of the transfected 293FT cells. After an additional 24
hours, 20 µl of supernatant from co-cultured cells was assayed for luminescence in
triplicate as previously mentioned.

Western blotting. Virus samples were concentrated by centrifugation at 30,000 x g for 2
hours through a 20% sucrose cushion. 1 mL of media were used for probing SU and 1.5ml
of media were used to probe for p15E. For probing SU of 169F*, 170I*, and 170P*
constructs, 0.6 ml of media were used. Viral pellets were resuspended and denatured by
heating in sample buffer (50mM Tris, 2% sodium dodecyl sulfate [SDS], 20% glycerol, 5%
-mercaptoethanol) before loading. For probing SU, a 10% PAGE gel and 0.45um PVDF
for transfer were used. For probing p15E, a 15% PAGE gel and 0.22um PVDF for transfer
were used. In both experiments, membranes were blocked with 2% nonfat dry milk prior
to antibody incubation. For detecting SU, goat anti-MLV Env gp70 (kindly provided by
Alan Rein, NCI-Frederick) diluted 1:10,000 was used. HA-tagged SU Env was detected
using anti-HA antibody diluted in 1:1,000 (Sigma, H3663). TM p15E antibody was
generated in human IgG form and 6 µg of purified antibody was used per 1ml of PBS-T
without milk. Anti-HIV p24 hybridoma medium was used at 1:500 (HIV-1 p24 hybridoma
[183-H12-5C], obtained from NIH AIDS Reagent Program) from Bruce Chesebro (138)
and anti-MLV capsid (CA) medium from hybridoma (R187, ATCC) (139) was used at
1:250. After washing with PBS, HRP-conjugated secondary antibody was used at 1:10,000
for all blots. Horseradish peroxidase-linked anti-mouse (A5278), anti-goat (A8919), anti-
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rat (A5795), anti-human (A0293) were obtained from Sigma. Luminata Classico Western
HRP substrate (Millipore) was used for visualization of the membranes with a
chemiluminescence image analyzer Fuji Film LAS-3000 or UVP BioSpectrum 815
Imaging System.

3.5 Results
Mutations in the GaLV Env CT dictate virus-specific compatibility. We and others
have previously demonstrated that GaLV Env is incompatible with HIV-1, and that this
incompatibility is dictated by the CT. This incompatibility can be imparted onto MLV Env
by replacing the MLV Env CT with the GaLV Env CT (MLV/GaLV Env, Figure 3.1A).
The incompatibility of the GaLV Env CT was found to be largely dependent on the HIV1 accessory protein Vpu (50, 51). However, even in the absence of Vpu, HIV-1 infectivity
with MLV/GaLV Env is reduced by more than 10-fold compared to MLV Env (Figure
3.1B). This incompatibility of MLV/GaLV Env with HIV-1 is relieved by deletion of 8
amino acids from the C-terminus of the CT (MLV/GaLV D8).
We showed previously that the CT of MLV Env can dictate selective packaging of
MLV Env into MLV particles (42). While exploring the sequences in the CT that dictate
selective packaging into MLV particles, we serendipitously found that an additional point
mutation into MLV/GaLV D8, I170P (referred to as I26P in the previous report,
nomenclature defined by 170th residue of MLV TM), resulted in a glycoprotein that was
compatible with HIV-1 particles but remarkably less compatible (~100-fold) with MLV
particles (Figure 3.1B and 1C) (56). Henceforth this construct will be referred to as I170P
D8. Because these few differences in MLV/GaLV Env and I170P D8 present opposite
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phenotypes in virus-specific compatibility, we sought to identify the factors dictating these
incompatibilities.

Vpu independent HIV-1 particle incompatibility motifs in GaLV Env CT reside on
171N, 178K, and 179I. MLV/GaLV (170-196) Env consistently shows a 10-fold or
greater drop in infectivity with HIV-1 particles compared to the parent MLV Env. To
narrow down the precise sequence responsible for the incompatibility, several additional
chimeras of Env were generated with varying amounts of GaLV Env CT sequence (Figure
3.2A). Interestingly, when most of the MLV Env CT was exchanged with GaLV sequence
(176-196, which includes the protease cleavage site), the chimeric Env remained more
compatible than the MLV/GaLV (170-196) Env with HIV-1 particles (Figure 3.2B).
However, when the chimeric MLV/GaLV (170-186) Env was generated, the infectivity
dropped to a level similar to MLV/GaLV (170-196) Env, suggesting that the region
between 170-186 dictates the incompatibility. Among the 17 amino acids in this region,
seven positions differ between the MLV and GaLV Env CTs (Figure 3.2C). We created
point mutations between these residues to determine the precise residues in the GaLV Env
CT that dictate HIV-1 particle incompatibility (Figure 3.2D). Starting from the MLV Env
CT backbone, which is compatible with HIV-1 particles, only one of the substitutions to
GaLV Env sequence, A179I, caused a great reduction in infectivity with HIV-1 particles,
though this mutation also reduced infectivity with MLV particles. This suggests that more
than one amino acid change to MLV Env would be required to enforce virus-specific
incompatibility. Starting from the GaLV Env CT, which is not compatible with HIV-1
particles, three point mutations, N171K, K178Q, and I179A, alleviated the incompatibility
with HIV-1 particles (Figure 3.2D). I170V in the GaLV Env backbone showed somewhat
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moderate recovery of HIV-1 particle infectivity, although this mutation still showed a
statistically significant difference (p < 0.01). Introduction of the GaLV Env amino acids
[N171, K178 and I179] or [I170, N171, K178, and I179] (subsequently referred to as MLV
Env NKI and INKI, respectively) into the MLV Env CT was sufficient to make MLV Env
incompatible with HIV-1 particles (Figure 3.2E). These chimeras retain compatibility with
MLV particles.

MLV Env NKI incompatibility with HIV-1 particle is related to Env maturation,
while I170P Env incompatibility with MLV particle is related to Env incorporation.
Next, we sought to investigate the mechanism behind virus-specific Env incompatibility of
MLV Env NKI and I170P D8. First, the effects of increasing amounts of Env in
transfections were tested to determine whether the incompatibility is due to Env expression
level (Figure 3.3). Viral infectivity with an incompatible Env was not restored with either
Env at higher concentrations, suggesting the incompatibility is not related to Env
expression levels.
We also examined whether the Env incompatibility was due to loss of Env
incorporation. Viruses with each Env were produced and concentrated to conduct western
blotting (Figure 3.4A). Incorporation of I170P D8 into MLV particles was significantly
lower than in HIV-1 particles, suggesting the incompatibility is at least in part due to an
incorporation block. MLV Env NKI was incorporated into HIV-1 particles slightly less
efficiently than into MLV particles, though this reduction did not seem to correlate with
the large loss of infectivity.
Next, we sought to examine whether the incompatibility of incorporated MLV Env
NKI is due to a defect in Env activation during virus maturation. To test if the
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incompatibility is due to the lack of R-peptide cleavage, the same virus from above was
also blotted for the Env TM subunit (Figure 3.4A). As it is shown, MLV/GaLV D8 was
cleaved efficiently in both HIV-1 and MLV particles, while MLV Env NKI was only
partially cleaved in HIV-1 particles and at least half of the TM domain remained in the
non-cleaved Pr15E form, suggesting the MLV Env NKI incompatibility with HIV-1
particles is due to inefficient cleavage, hence a fusogenic defect. I170P D8 was found to be
properly cleaved in HIV-1 and MLV particles, though very little was present in MLV
particles.
Another approach, viral capture, was also used to verify loss of I170P D8
incorporation. Previously we found that different Env glycoproteins can be co-packaged
into the same viral particles (131). Taking advantage of this co-packaging, virus can be
captured with an antibody to one glycoprotein, and then the infectivity, driven by the
second glycoprotein, can be measured. Thus, the infectivity can be used as a readout for
incorporation of the captured glycoprotein into particles. The advantage of this assay is
that the signal can only come from incorporation into actual viral particles and not any
other forms of glycoprotein shedding. Viral particles were produced with GFP-tagged
Envs and VSV-G. The particles were captured by GFP antibody and the infectivity was
measured by co-packaged VSV-G (Figure 3.4B). In this experiment, MLV/GaLV Env and
I170P D8 were incorporated equally into HIV-1 particles, but I170P D8 was incorporated
at least 10 times less than MLV/GaLV Env into MLV particles.

The I170P D8 incorporation defect in MLV particles is alleviated by CT truncations
or replacing MLV MA. Since the I170P residue is located on the N-terminal portion of
the CT, we sought to investigate whether the C-terminus of the Env CT contributes to the
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incompatibility. Additional C-terminal truncations of MLV/GaLV Env and I170P Env
were generated (Figure 3.5A). As shown in Figure 3.5B, these truncations partially restore
the infectivity of Envs with the I170P mutation with MLV particles, but even the truncation
with the highest infectivity (I170P D25) was still down over 10-fold compared to
MLV/GaLV D25. To investigate whether the Env incorporation correlated with the
infectivity, western blotting was conducted (Figure 3.5C). Despite the poor recovery in
infectious particle production, these truncations led to efficient Env incorporation into
MLV particles. For example, the 16 amino acid truncation restored nearly wildtype
incorporation levels, despite their infectivity remaining down almost 100-fold. This
phenotype was recapitulated with the virus capture assay (Data not shown).

Each of the

truncations was also tested with HIV-1 particles. Incorporation into HIV-1 particles was
relatively constant among all of the Envs. Surprisingly, smaller truncations to MLV/GaLV
Env (D12, D16, D20) enhanced the infectivity 3-7 fold with HIV-1 particles, but the same
truncations in Env proteins with the I170P mutation did not enhance infectivity (Figure
3.5B and 5C).
If direct interactions exist between Gag and the Env CT, these interactions would
most likely involve the membrane binding MA domain of Gag. Indeed, several mutations
in HIV MA have been shown to affect Env incorporation, and in one case a mutation in
HIV MA was even shown to affect R-peptide cleavage of MLV Env (140-148). To test if
MA contributes to the I170P incompatibility, the MA domain of MLV Gag was replaced
with HIV-1 MA (hMA-MLV) or the short membrane binding domain from Src (Src-MLV,
Figure 3.6A). Both of the chimeric proteins were able to incorporate MLV/GaLV Env and
form infectious particles (Figure 3.6B and 6D). With I170P D8, incorporation was
enhanced with both chimeras relative to wildtype MLV Gag, but the infectivity with the
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Gag chimeras was only modestly increased with I170P D8 and remained down ~8-fold or
more relative to MLV/GaLV D8. To determine if inefficient R-peptide cleavage was
occurring, we probed the TM domain and found that it was efficiently cleaved with all
three constructs. As a further evidence that the I170P defect is not related to maturation,
truncation of the R-peptide (I170P D16) did not restore the infectivity of hMA-MLV
(Figure 3.6C). These data suggest that the MA domain plays a role in the Env incorporation,
but there are additional factors that contribute to the virus-specific functionality of the Env.

I170P Env retains fusogenicity out of virions but not within the MLV particles.
Because the various Env proteins display different levels of functionality depending on the
type of viral particles they are incorporated into, we next sought to test the functionality of
the Env proteins when expressed alone. To do this, Env constructs were transfected along
with the transcriptional activator tTA (Tet-off) in 293FT cells, and the transfected cells
were co-cultured with cells stably expressing the MLV Env receptor, mCAT-1, and a TREdriven gaussia luciferase. When the Env on the transfected cell surface fuses with the
mCAT-1 receptor on the neighboring cell, tTA is transmitted to the reporter cells and turns
on the TRE-induced gaussia luciferase gene. Luciferase activity was measured and
normalized to constitutively active MLV Env D26 (Figure 3.7A). Both MLV/GaLV D8
and I170P D8 show low signal, as expected, since both Envs contain a portion of the Rpeptide. MLV/GaLV D20 and I170P D20 were chosen to test the fusogenicity since both
Envs lacked an R-peptide and were incorporated at close to wildtype levels, yet I170P D20
displayed more than 100-fold lower infectivity with MLV particles compared to
MLV/GaLV D20 (Figure 3.5). As expected MLV/GaLV D20 displayed greatly enhanced
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fusogenicity compared to MLV/GaLV D8. Fusogenicity of I170P D20 was slightly lower
than MLV/GaLV D20, though the difference was not statistically significant.
Next, we proceeded to investigate the fusogenicity of I170P Env proteins within
MLV particles. To test this, we used a system developed by Ahi et al (20) which utilized
MLV Gag fused with Cre recombinase and an HT1080/mCAT-1 Cre reporter cell line.
When the Env binds the mCAT-1 receptor and mediates fusion, cleaved Cre recombinase
enters the cell and induces recombination that turns on the luciferase gene. Luciferase
signal was measured and normalized to MLV Env. As it is shown, I170P Envs D8, D12,
D16, and D20 all displayed at least 25-fold less fusogenicity from within MLV particles
than MLV/GaLV Env counterparts (Figure 3.7B). Further truncation of the I170P Env CT
(D24, D25) increased fusogenicity within particles up to about half of the MLV/GaLV Env
counterparts. As before, truncation of I170P Env enhanced incorporation into viral particles,
but incorporation did not correlate with fusogenicity. Most notably, I170P D20 had
essentially wildtype incorporation, but its fusogenicity was still reduced 25-fold.

Hydrophobicity is important at the 170th residue of the GaLV Env CT. Several reports
suggest that retroviral Env CTs contain amphipathic helixes including the lytic peptides in
the long CT of lentiviral Envs (38, 121). Gammaretroviral Env CTs also have conserved
amphipathic regions with proposed alpha helical structure (56, 149-153). Among the
amphipathic sequences present on the gammaretroviral Env CT, hydrophobic residues
appear every three or four amino acids, supporting the possibility of the helix having a
hydrophobic face. This helix has been proposed to affect membrane curvature during
fusion (152). Because the 170th residue on MLV and GaLV Env would be predicted to be
part of this hydrophobic face, we hypothesized that the hydrophobicity of the I170th residue
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is critical in Env fusogenicity in MLV particles and introduced mutations to that residue to
test it (Figure 3.8A). I170P D20 was chosen for introducing point mutations because it
retains MLV incompatibility, is constitutively active, and is incorporated into MLV
particles at near wildtype levels. Among the Envs with a mutation at the 170th residue tested,
a mutation leading to an alternative hydrophobic residue, leucine, exhibited wildtype
infectivity with both HIV-1 and MLV particles (Figure 3.8B). Mutations that introduced
charged residues, glutamic acid and lysine, showed low infectivity, with a 25-fold
reduction in infectious HIV-1 particle production and a 100-fold or greater reduction in
infectious MLV particle production, which is an even greater effect than that observed with
the proline mutation. Introduction of glycine and serine residues exhibited intermediate
phenotypes. With these mutations, infectivity dropped about 2-fold in HIV-1 particles
while the infectivity was down about 15-30 fold in MLV particles. These results suggest
that hydrophobicity is functionally important at this position, supporting the importance of
the proposed alpha helical structure of CT. The original proline mutation (I170P) exhibits
about 75-fold reduction in MLV infectivity, which could be due to both the reduced
hydrophobicity and the disruption of the helix structure in the CT. The hydrophobic 170th
residue is very well conserved in other gammaretroviruses, further suggesting the
importance of this residue (Figure 3.8A). For all the mutations tested, HIV-1 particles were
shown to be generally more tolerant to changes than MLV particles.
To test if the incompatibility is specific to MLV particles, next we investigated
whether the I170P Env retains incompatibility in a different retrovirus family, Rous
sarcoma virus (RSV, strain RCAS) (Figure 3.8C). RSV particle infectivity with I170P D20
was also greatly reduced compared MLV/GaLV D20, and the reduction was similar to that
seen with MLV particles.
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The 170th residue in GaLV Env CT is critical for MLV infectivity. Truncation analysis
(Figure 3.5) showed that the mutation I170P affected MLV particle compatibility even if
the protein was truncated immediately after that residue. Next, we analyzed the effects of
truncating Env at position 169 (169F*), eliminating the position all together.

This

truncated Env was efficiently incorporated into MLV and HIV-1 particles, but the
functionality was considerably lower in MLV particles than in HIV-1 particles (Figure 3.9).
Adding the 170th residue enhanced functionality with MLV particles by over 4-fold if the
170th residue was an Isoleucine (170I*), but did not enhance it at all if it was a proline
(170P*). All three of the glycoproteins were similarly functional with HIV-1 particles.
These data suggest that the I170 residue of Env is critical for functionality with MLV
particles, but not with HIV-1 particles.

In a previous study we showed that large

truncations in MLV Env affected functionality with MLV particles more than with HIV-1
particles (42), but we were surprised to find here that the loss of functionality was not due
to reduced incorporation. These data suggest that Env functionality is modulated in a virusspecific manner through an unknown mechanism.

3.6 Discussion
Viral Env glycoprotein acquisition has been studied not only to understand the
biological mechanisms of viral assembly and pathogenesis but also to enhance the current
knowledge on more efficient and safe application of gene therapy. Even though various
studies address Env incompatibility in retroviral vectors, a gap remains in understanding
the mechanism of Env recruitment and incorporation especially regarding the CT.
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In this study, we investigated the mechanism behind virus-specific incompatibility
dependent on the Env CT. The GaLV Env CT incompatibility with HIV-1 has been
extensively studied and we and others reported that the incompatibility was partly
dependent on Vpu (50, 51, 58, 112, 123, 154). Here we address the GaLV Env CT
incompatibility remaining in the absence of Vpu. Interestingly from the exchanged
segments of the CT between MLV and GaLV, we found that residues 170-186 of GaLV
Env recapitulated the incompatibility with HIV-1 particles, but residues 176-196 of GaLV
Env did not (Figure 3.2). This finding initially led us to believe that the incompatibility
was not due to a cleavage defect because the R-peptide cleavage site-containing region
(176-186) was identical in the two chimeras. This was surprising because a previous study
had suggested that the GaLV Env R-peptide is poorly cleaved in HIV-1 particles (50).
However, because the MLV Env with NKI residues from 170-186 region of GaLV
displayed a cleavage defect, it became clear that amino acids upstream of the cleavage site
also influenced cleavage efficiency. Among the three residues, two were at the cleavage
site (Q178K, A179I) and one was just upstream of the cleavage site (K171N). This trio of
changes modestly reduced Env incorporation, but noticeably reduced R-peptide cleavage
and infectivity with HIV-1 particles.
For the MLV particle-specific incompatibility, MLV/GaLV I170P D8 Env was
shown to be functional with HIV particles, but not with MLV particles. This particular
mutant gained our attention because the defect was both striking and virus-specific.
Introduction of the I170P mutation to MLV/GaLV D8 dropped the infectivity of MLV
particles by approximately 100-fold, but had essentially no effect on the infectivity of HIV1 particles. Our analyses have revealed that this stark apparent difference in virus-specific
incompatibility was in fact due to three different factors.
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The first factor causing incompatibility of Env proteins containing the I170P
mutation with MLV particles is lack of incorporation. While incorporation of Env proteins
into HIV-1 particles is not affected by the I170P mutation, the incorporation into MLV
particles is severely reduced. We postulate that the loss of incorporation is because the
I170P mutation changes the overall structure of the CT making it unable to fit into the
lattice formed by the MLV MA domain. Similarly, the MA domain of HIV-1 Gag has
been shown to affect HIV-1 Env incorporation, and compensatory mutations near the MA
trimer interface rescue Env mutants with incorporation defects (145, 146, 148). Consistent
with our postulate, we found that the incorporation defect of I170P Env in MLV particles
was alleviated by replacing MLV MA with HIV-1 MA or the Src-membrane binding
domain (Figure 3.6).

In addition, truncation of the Env CT progressively restored

incorporation into MLV particles (Figure 3.5). However, the infectivity of MLV particles
in both of these cases was only partially restored, suggesting that other factors contribute
to the I170P defect in MLV particles.
The second factor contributing to the apparent virus-specific defect was the
observation that the I170P mutation appears to have opposing positive and negative effects
on infectivity with HIV-1 particles. Because the introduction of I170P into MLV/GaLV
D8 Env had no effect on HIV-1 infectivity, we first interpreted this to mean that the
mutation did not alter the functionality of the protein. However, further truncations of
wildtype MLV/GaLV Env (D12, D16, D20) were found to noticeably enhance the
infectivity of HIV-1 particles (3-7 fold), but these same truncations had no effect on HIV1 particle infectivity in the presence of the I170P mutation. We interpret this to mean that
there is something in the R-peptide region that suppresses HIV-1 infectivity, but is
alleviated by the I170P mutation. The most likely explanation is that there is a difference
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in the efficiency of R-peptide cleavage as was observed with other full length GaLV CT
constructs (Figure 3.4). Although we did not observe a difference in R-peptide cleavage
in HIV-1 particles, it is possible that such a difference was too small to be apparent, or that
other factors such as the kinetics of R-peptide cleavage contributed to the effect.
Nonetheless, the introduction of I170P into MLV/GaLV Env did have a negative impact
on HIV-1 particle infectivity, but this impact was only obvious if the Env had most or all
of its R-peptide deleted (D12, D16, D20, Figure 3.5). However, this 5-8 fold reduction in
infectivity with HIV-1 particles was still noticeably less than the 50-fold or greater
reduction seen with MLV particles, suggesting that the incompatibility is still partially
virus-specific.
The third factor contributing to the apparent virus-specific defect was the virusspecific compatibility of I170P Env proteins in particles. Even when incorporation levels
were equivalent and the R-peptide was removed, MLV/GaLV Env proteins containing
I170P were less functional in MLV particles than in HIV-1 particles (Figure 3.5). We
postulate that this difference in the two types of particles is due to differences in the lipid
membrane that interacts with the Env CT. The CTs of MLV and GaLV Env are thought
to form amphipathic helixes (56, 149, 150), and a series of hydrophobic amino acids
including I170 are highly conserved and would form one face of that helix. The
amphipathic membrane-proximal region in the cytoplasmic tail of MLV Env was also
previously reported to be critical for Env fusogenecity and hypothesized to affect
membrane curvature during the fusion (152, 153). In our study, in the context of
MLV/GaLV D20, mutation of the 170th position to any non-hydrophobic amino acid
greatly reduced infectivity, although the effect was always more pronounced in MLV
particles than in HIV-1 particles (Figure 3.8). We reported previously that large truncations
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in the CT of MLV Env had a greater effect on MLV infectivity than on HIV-1 infectivity
(42), but we were surprised to find here that the effect was not due to differences in Env
incorporation. An Env protein truncated to one residue before I170 (169F*) was over 4fold less functional in MLV particles than an Env truncated immediately after I170 (170I*),
yet the two Env proteins were equally infectious in HIV-1 particles, and the two Env
proteins were equally incorporated into both HIV-1 and MLV particles. We propose that
this amino acid interacts with the viral membrane to aid in fusion activity, and that minor
differences between the HIV-1 and MLV membranes make the position more critical in
MLV particles. If this model is correct, it is surprising that substitution of MLV MA with
HIV-1 MA does not alleviate the necessity of this residue in MLV particles. However,
because MLV Gag contains the p12 domain between MA and CA, the MA domain of HIV1 Gag would not necessarily be in the same configuration in MLV particles as in HIV-1
particles, and thus not necessarily interact with the membrane in the same way.
Overall, we show two different mutations in the CT of Env that lead to virusspecific incompatibility in distinct ways. While GaLV Env incompatibility with HIV-1 is
largely related to insufficient R-peptide cleavage, I170P Env incompatibility with MLV is
due to a mixture of factors. The 170th residue in the Env TM is critical in MLV particles,
but not in HIV-1 particles. How these mutations in the GaLV cytoplasmic tail affect virusspecific fusion remains a matter of speculation.
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Figure 3.1: Mutations in the Env cytoplasmic tail cause virus-specific incompatibility.
(A) Schematic of Env cytoplasmic tail variants. Number follows from N-terminus
of MLV Env TM. (B) Relative percent infectivity with different Env variants normalized
to MLV Env. Average and standard deviation from three independent experiments is
shown. (C) Relative percent infectivity with various mutated Env proteins normalized to
MLV Env. Number follows from N-terminus of MLV Env TM. Average and standard
deviation from three independent experiments is shown. ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05 by
unpaired and two-tailed Student’s t test for each Env.
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Figure 3.1: Mutations in the Env cytoplasmic tail cause virus-specific incompatibility.
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Figure 3.2: GaLV incompatibility with HIV-1 particles is modulated by residues 171N,
178K, and 179I.
(A) Amino acid sequences of MLV and GaLV Env cytoplasmic tail. Chimeric
mutations are indicated with bolded font. (B) Relative percent infectivity with different
chimeric Env proteins. (C) Comparison of amino acid sequences between MLV and GaLV
in 170-186 region. Variable amino acids are indicated with grey font. (D) Relative percent
infectivity of Env point mutants. (E) Relative percent infectivity of MLV Env combination
mutants. MLV Env with K171N, Q178K, A179I mutations and V170I additional mutations
are indicated as MLV Env NKI and MLV Env INKI. Infectivity is normalized to MLV
Env. Average and standard deviation from three independent experiments is shown. *** =
p < 0.001; ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05; ns = not significant by unpaired and two-tailed
Student’s t test for each Env.
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Figure 3.2: GaLV incompatibility with HIV-1 particles is modulated by residues 171N,
178K, and 179I.
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Figure 3.3: Env incompatibility is expression level independent.
Relative percent infectivity with increasing amounts of Env (20 ng, 80 ng, 320 ng,
1280 ng), normalized to 20 ng of MLV Env is shown. Average and standard deviation from
three independent experiments is shown.
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Figure 3.3: Env incompatibility is expression level independent.
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Figure 3.4: I170P Env is incorporation defective in MLV particles, but MLV Env NKI
is maturation defective in HIV particles.
(A) Western blotting was performed with purified virus on SU (HA), p15E TM,
and CA. Relative percent infectivity normalized to MLV/GaLV D8 is shown from the same
viral media used for the western blot. Shown is a representative example of three
independent experiments. (B) Virus capture assay with HIV-1 and MLV iGluc vectors and
GFP-tagged Envs. Viruses in the collected supernatant was captured with GFP-antibody
coated on ELISA plates, washed, infected with 293FT cells with co-captured VSV-G, and
Gaussia luciferase activity was measured. Env incorporation was presented by signal from
infected cells with captured virus. Each sample was normalized to positive controls
(straight infection without wash). Average and standard deviation from 3 independent
experiments is shown.
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Figure 3.4: I170P Env is incorporation defective in MLV particles, but MLV Env NKI
is maturation defective in HIV particles.
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Figure 3.5: I170P Env incompatibility is partially alleviated by truncation of the Env
CT.
(A) Schematic diagram with amino acid sequences with Env truncations. (B)
Relative percent infectivity normalized to MLV/GaLV D8.

Average and standard

deviation from three independent experiments for each is shown. (C) Western blot of
purified HIV-1 and MLV particles with denoted Env shows Env incorporation and capsid
release. Relative percent infectivity of the media used in western, normalized to
MLV/GaLV D8 is shown. Shown is a representative example of two independent
experiments.
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Figure 3.5: I170P Env incompatibility is partially alleviated by truncation of the Env
CT.
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Figure 3.6: I170P Env incompatibility partially alleviated by replacing MLV MA.
(A) Schematic diagram of chimeric MLV Gag constructs used. (B) Western blot of
purified HIV-1 and MLV particles with denoted Env shows Env incorporation and capsid
release. Average and standard deviation from 6 independent experiments including
infectivity from media used for western blot is shown. Western blot image is a
representative example of two independent experiments. (C) Relative percent infectivity
normalized to HIV-1 with MLV/GaLV D16. Average and standard deviation from three
independent experiments is shown. (D) Virus capture assay with MLV, hMA-MLV, SrcMLV Gag with iGluc vectors and GFP-tagged Envs. Env incorporation was presented by
signal from infected cells with captured virus. Each sample was normalized to positive
controls (straight infection without wash). Average and standard deviation from 3
independent experiments is shown.
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Figure 3.6: I170P Env incompatibility partially alleviated by replacing MLV MA.
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Figure 3.7: I170P Env is fusogenic out of virions but not within MLV particles.
(A) Cell-to-cell fusogenic activity of indicated Env proteins relative to MLV D26
Env. (B) Virus-to-cell fusogenic activity of the indicated Env proteins relative to wildtype
MLV Env. Env incorporation in MLV GagCre virus by western blot. A representative
example of two western blots is shown. Fusion assays represent the average and standard
deviation from at least three independent experiments. ** = p < 0.01; *** = p < 0.001; ns
= not significant by unpaired and two-tailed Student’s t test.
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Figure 3.7: I170P Env is fusogenic out of virions but not within MLV particles.
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Figure 3.8: Hydrophobicity is important at the 170th residue of TM.
(A) Schematic diagram of Env CT with mutations. Below is the comparison of CT
from different gammaretroviruses. (B) Relative percent infectivity with mutant Env
normalized to MLV/GaLV D8. (C) Relative percent infectivity of HIV-1, MLV, and RSV
normalized to MLV/GaLV D20 with HIV-1. Average and standard deviation from three
independent experiments for each is shown.
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Figure 3.8: Hydrophobicity is important at the 170th residue of TM.
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Figure 3.9: 170th residue in MLV/GaLV Env CT is critical for MLV infectivity.
Representative Env incorporation with indicated Env from three independent
experiments is shown. Average relative infectivity normalized to MLV/GaLV D26 (170I*)
and standard deviation from three independent experiments is shown. **** = p < 0.0001;
ns = not significant by unpaired and two-tailed Student’s t test.
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Figure 3.9: 170th residue in MLV/GaLV Env CT is critical for MLV infectivity.
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IV. Cell type specific factors dramatically affect functionality
of retroviral pseudotyped particles

Yul Eum Song, Marc C. Johnson

4.1 Abstract
Viruses can acquire foreign envelope glycoproteins to form infectious particles
through a process called pseudotyping. However, not all viruses are compatible with all
glycoproteins and the factors that dictate compatibility are poorly understood. Here we
analyzed the pseudotyping compatibility of ten viral glycoproteins from a diverse
collection of RNA and DNA viruses with two different retroviruses, Human
Immunodeficiency Virus-1 (HIV-1) and Murine Leukemia Virus (MLV), from two
different cell lines, 293FT and HeLa. Interestingly, particular glycoproteins displayed up
to 1,000-fold differences in compatibility depending on the virus and the cell type. These
differences were found to be dictated by three main factors. The first was variability in
glycoprotein expression level. Some glycoproteins required vastly more expression
plasmid to reach peak infectious particle production, while others (such as HIV-1 Env)
potently reduced infectious particle production when higher concentrations of expression
plasmid were used. Second, some glycoproteins displayed cell-type dependence under all
conditions. For instance, Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) Env was 1,000-fold less functional in
HeLa cells regardless of the virus or expression level. Finally, and most surprisingly, MLV
particles displayed an assembly defect in HeLa cells. This defect was independent of
protein expression level, and persisted even after knocking out the restriction factor BST114

2/tetherin alone or in combination with restriction factors ZAP, TRIM15, or TRIM25.
Fusion of HeLa cells with 293FT cells alleviated the restriction, suggesting that the block
was due to a cell line deficiency rather than a restriction factor. The identity of this missing
factor is currently not known.

4.2 Introduction
Enveloped viruses can uptake foreign glycoproteins during the assembly process
through a process called pseudotyping (31, 32). Pseudotyping has been described and
studied for decades to better understand the mechanisms of viral glycoprotein acquisition
and to improve vector development for gene therapy. Gammaretroviral and lentiviral
vectors have been studied as desirable candidates for gene therapy due to their efficient
gene transduction ability (155, 156).
Several factors have been reported to affect the viral glycoprotein acquisition
process in retroviruses (25, 26). Direct interaction between retroviral structural protein
(Gag) and envelope glycoprotein (Env) as well as indirect interactions through host factors
or lipid membrane compartments have been proposed. For the acquisition of the native
HIV-1 Env by HIV-1 particles, a direct interaction between HIV-1 Gag and the
cytoplasmic tail of HIV-1 Env occurs. A trimeric structure formed by the matrix domain
of HIV-1 Gag plays an important role in HIV-1 Env incorporation and functionality (143146, 148). In vitro binding of MA to the Env cytoplasmic tail from SIV and HIV-1 have
also been reported (157, 158). Although direct interactions between viral particles and
glycoproteins can be critical in some cases of Env incorporation, particularly between
viruses and their native glycoproteins, several studies support that there is a more general
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envelope glycoprotein acquisition mechanism shared among diverse virus types. Retroviral
Gag proteins have been proposed to interact with lipid microdomains, such as lipid raft or
tetraspanin-enriched microdomains, during the glycoprotein incorporation, viral assembly,
or budding process (159-162). These interactions could contribute to pseudotyping of
foreign viral glycoproteins.
Several host proteins have been found to act as viral co-factors or restriction factors
that affect retrovirus production in a cell type-dependent manner. For instance, the Rab
coupling protein FIP1C has been reported to interact with the HIV-1 Env cytoplasmic tail
and is required for Env incorporation into particles (44). Several retroviral restriction
factors are also cell line specific.

For instance, expression of the restriction factor

APOBEC3G, a cytidine deaminase, dictates viral dependence on the HIV-1 accessory
protein Vif for viral replication in a cell type-dependent manner (19, 163). Likewise,
expression of the interferon-inducible restriction factor BST-2/tetherin dictates dependence
on the HIV-1 accessory protein Vpu in a cell type-dependent manner (16). More recently,
the host factors SERINC3 and SERINC5 have been shown to restrict infectivity of HIV-1
or MLV particles, making virus dependent on HIV-1 Nef and MLV glycoGag, respectively
(17, 18, 20). Different RNA nuclear export components have also been shown to affect
viral assembly in a cell type-dependent manner. For instance, HIV-1 Gag assembly and
budding is restricted in murine cells, but the defect can be overcome by adding a cis-acting
RNA export element to the virus (164).
In this study, we examined envelope glycoprotein pseudotyping compatibility of
two different retroviruses, HIV-1 and MLV, with ten diverse envelope glycoproteins, and
two different producer cells, 293FT and HeLa. We found that all ten glycoproteins were
generally compatible with HIV-1 and MLV particles, but some glycoproteins behaved
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differently in the two cell lines. Surprisingly, MLV particles were found to be severely
restricted in HeLa cells. Further study suggests that additional unknown host factor(s)
present in 293FT but not in HeLa cells is required for efficient MLV assembly.

4.3 Materials and Methods
Cell culture. The 293FT cell line was obtained from Invitrogen. The 293T mCAT-1 cell
line expressing the ecotropic F-MLV Env receptor, mCAT-1, was kindly provided by
Walter Mothes (Yale University). 293TVA cells (95) were kindly provided by John Young.
293FT cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% or 7.5% fetal bovine
serum, 2mM L-glutamine, 1mM sodium pyruvate, 10mM nonessential amino acids, 1%
MEM vitamins. For HeLa cells and its knockout derivatives, 10% FBS or 5% serum plus
II(Sigma) was used for serum. The TZM-bl reporter cell line that expresses nls-GFP under
the transcription control of HIV-1 LTR (TZM-GFP) is kindly provided by Massimo
Pizzato (17).

Plasmids. NL4-3 derived HIV-CMV-GFP containing CMV-GFP in the place of Nef,
lacking Vif, Vpr, Vpu, Nef, and Env, was kindly provided by Vineet Kewal-Ramani
(National Cancer Institute [NCI]-Frederick). HIV-CMV-GFP with the Vpu gene added
(HIV-CMV-GFP+Vpu) was previously described (51). CMV-MLV-GagPol and the
ecotropic Friend MLV Env expression vector were kindly provided by Walther Mothes
(Yale University). The MLV genome reporter constructs pQCXIP-GFP were previously
described (130). The MLV GagPol with HIV-1 MA domain (hMA-MLV) was previously
described (131). pHCMV-LCMV-Arm53b and pHCMV-RabiesG were gifts from Miguel
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Sena-Esteves (Addgene plasmid #15796 and #15785, respectively) (35). The RSV Env
expression construct with the last 29 amino acids deleted (DCTD) was previously described
(136). The VSV-G expression construct was obtained from NIH AIDS Reagent Program
(135). The B-clade consensus, codon-optimized pcDNA 3.1 HIV-1 gp160 expression
construct was kindly provided by Beatrice Hahn (University of Pennsylvania) (165). Viral
glycoprotein constructs expressing LASV GP, GP64, or CHIKV E glycoproteins are kindly
provided by Wendy Maury. The Ebola GP construct was kindly provided by David Sanders.
LentiCRISPR v2 and lentiCas9-Blast were gifts from Feng Zhang (Addgene plasmid #
52961 and 52962, respectively) (166) .

Generation of CRISPR-Cas9 induced knockout cells. The tetherin knockout HeLa cell
line (HeLa DTetherin) was generated by transduction with LentiCRISPR v2 containing the
gRNA sequence: 5’-GCGCTTATCCCCGTCTTCCA -3’. After selection with puromycin,
single cells were isolated by limiting dilution and expanded. For the additional knock out,
HeLa DTetherin cells were transfected with LentiCRISPR v2 with selected guide RNA
along with lentiCas9-Blast for selection. After 24 hours, transfected cells were selected
with blasticidin for 2 days, and single cells were isolated and expanded. The gRNA
sequences used were: 5’-GCCCGCAACCCCGTCCCTGA-3’ for TRIM15, 5’GAGCCGGTCACCACTCCGTG-3’

for

TRIM25,

and

5’-

GGCCGGGATCACCCGATCGG -3’ for ZAP. Gene disruption in each case was verified
by PCR amplification of gRNA target site in the gDNA with flanking primers and directly
sequencing the PCR product.
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Infectivity assay. Transfections for infectivity and western blotting were performed using
polyethylenimine (PEI) (137) in 293FT cells and jetPRIME (Polyplus transfection) in
HeLa cells. Except where noted, transfections were performed in 6-well plates with 900ng
of HIV-CMV-GFP, HIV-CMV-GFP+Vpu, or 450ng of CMV-MLV-GagPol plus 450ng of
pQCXIP-GFP and 100ng of viral envelope glycoprotein. In some cases the transfections
were performed in 12 well plates and scaled as appropriate. For the titration assay, 250ng
of HIV-CMV-GFP or 125ng of CMV-MLV-GagPol and 125ng of pQCXIP-GFP were
transfected with 4ng, 16ng, 64ng, or 256ng of viral envelope glycoproteins and pUC19
plasmid DNA was used to normalize total DNA quantity. Medium was changed about 24
hours post-transfection and collected after another 24 hours. Supernatant containing the
virus was frozen at -80C°, thawed, spun at 3,200xg for 5 minutes, and transferred onto
target cells with 20ug of hexadimethrine bromide per ml (Sigma H9268). For infectivity
with HIV-1 Env, TZM-GFP cells were used as target cells. For RSV Env, 293 TVA cells
were used as target cells. For the rest of viral glycoproteins, 293T mCAT-1 cells were used
as target cells. Infected cells were collected about 48 hours later, fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde, washed with PBS, and analyzed on an Accuri C6 flow cytometer.
Infectious units per ml produced was calculated from MOI.

Western blotting. Transfected cells were lysed in RIPA buffer (NaCl 150mM, NP-40 1%,
Sodium deoxycholate 0.5%, SDS 0.1%, Tris 25mM) with Protease inhibitor (A32955,
ThermoScientific), clarified by brief centrifugation, and mixed with sample buffer (final
concentration: 50mM Tris, 2% sodium dodecyl sulfate [SDS], 20% glycerol, 5% ßmercaptoethanol). For probing tetherin/BST-2 expression in HeLa cells and the HeLa
DTetherin cells, cell lysates were additionally treated with PNGaseF (NEB) to remove N-
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linked oligosaccharides from tetherin. 5% of whole cell lysate was heated for 5 minutes in
95C° and loaded on a 10% SDS-PAGE gel, and transferred to a 0.45um PVDF. For viral
samples, 1ml of viral media were concentrated by centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 3 hours
on 20% sucrose cushion. Viral pellets were resuspended in sample buffer and denatured by
heating at 95C°. For probing capsid, viral samples were loaded on a 10% SDS-PAGE gel
and transferred to 0.45um PVDF. For probing HIV-1 MA, viral samples were loaded on a
15% SDS-PAGE gel and transferred to 0.2um PVDF. For detecting viral proteins,
membranes were blocked with 2% nonfat dry milk and incubated with primary or
secondary antibodies in 1% nonfat dry milk. For detecting cell lysates, blocking and
antibody incubation were all done in 5% nonfat dry milk. Anti-HIV p24 hybridoma
medium [183-H12-5C] from Bruce Chesbro (138) was used at 1:500 dilution. MLV capsid
was detected by using anti-MLV capsid medium from hybridoma (R187, ATCC) (139) at
1:250 dilution. HIV-1 p17 antiserum was obtained from NIH AIDS reagent program,
Division of AIDS, NIAID, NIH: Anti-HIV-1 p17 polyclonal from Dr. Paul Spearman and
Dr. Lingmei Ding (167). GAPDH was detected for loading control in cell lysates (Santa
Cruz Biotechnology SC-47724). Tetherin/BST-2 antibody was obtained from NIH AIDS
Reagent program, Division of AIDS, NIAID, NIH: Anti-BST-2 Polyclonal (#11721) from
Drs. Klaus Strebel and Amy Andrew (55). HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies were
used in 1:10,000 dilution in all blots. Horseradish peroxidase-linked anti-mouse (A5378),
anti-rat (A5795), anti-rabbit (A0545) were obtained from Sigma. Luminata Classico
Western HRP substrate (Millipore) was used for visualization of the membranes with a
chemiluminescence image analyzer UVP BioSpectrum 815 Imaging System.
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Immunofluorescence microscopy. 293FT cells or HeLa DTetherin cells were plated on a
glass bottom dish (MatTek) and transfected with 900ng of HIV-CMV-GFP or 450ng of
hMA-MLV and 450ng of pQCXIP-GFP with 100ng of pHCMV-LCMV-Arm53b. After
48 hours, transfected cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, washed, and
permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 and blocked with 10% goat serum for 1 hour. After
washing, cells were incubated with Anti-HIV-1 p17 polyclonal (167) for 1 hour, washed,
and incubated with alexa 555 conjugated a-Rabbit secondary antibody (Life technology,
A21428) for 1 hour. After washing, nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33342 (Thermo
Scientific), washed, and immuno-stained cells were observed on confocal microscope
(Leica TCS SP8, Molecular Cytology Core, University of Missouri).

Syncytium induction assay. 293FT cells or HeLa DTetherin cells were transfected with
1ug of virus (HIV-CMV-GFP or CMV-MLV-GagPol plus pQCXIP-GFP) or 1ug of VSVG construct. Twelve hours later, cells transfected with one of viruses were co-cultured with
cells transfected with VSV-G. Twelve hours later, co-cultures were incubated with pH 6
DMEM for 10 minutes, the medium was exchanged, and the virus-containing supernatant
was collected after 24 hours for infection.

4.4 Results
Viral glycoproteins exhibit cell type-dependent compatibility. In our studies of factors
that affect compatibility between particular viruses and glycoproteins, we noted several
cases where the functionality of particular glycoproteins appeared to be virus or cell-type
dependent. For instance, when we produced HIV-1 particles pseudotyped with
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glycoproteins from a rhabdovirus (vesicular stomatitis virus, VSV-G), a lentivirus (HIV-1
Env), a baculovirus (GP64), or an arenavirus (Lassa virus, LASV GP, or lymphocytic
choriomeningitis, LCMV GP), we observed distinct cell type-dependent differences in
infectious particle production (Figure 4.1A). While the HIV-1 particles pseudotyped with
VSV-G were much more efficiently produced from 293FT cells, the particles pseudotyped
with HIV-1 Env, LASV GP, and LCMV GP were all more efficiently produced from HeLa
cells. However, when the same five glycoproteins were tested with the gammaretrovirus
MLV, all five glycoproteins were more efficiently produced from 293FT cells (Figure
4.1B). This was initially believed to be due to the restriction factor BST-2/tetherin, which
is constitutively expressed from HeLa cells (16, 62). While the HIV-1 construct used in
these experiments contained Vpu, which can counteract BST-2/tetherin, the MLV particles
did not have a mechanism to counteract the restriction factor. It should be noted, the MLV
GagPol construct used in all experiments lacked the 5’ leader sequence required for
expression of the glycoGag accessory gene (7), thus only the Gag and GagPol proteins
were produced. Not surprisingly, the lowest titer came from MLV particles pseudotyped
with HIV-1 Env as the long cytoplasmic tail of HIV-1 Env has been shown to preclude
incorporation into MLV particles (168).
To further investigate this cell-type dependence of MLV particles with various viral
glycoproteins independent of BST-2/tetherin, we chose to generate a clonal HeLa BST2/tetherin knockout cell line (Figure 4.2A). CRISPR/Cas9 with a gRNA targeting exon 1
of BST-2/tetherin gene was used to generate knockout cells. After 2 rounds of isolation,
we selected a knockout clone with a mixture of +1, +2, and -4 indels, suggesting that all
open reading frames were disrupted and that the cell line has at least three copies of
chromosome 19, where the BST-2/tetherin gene is located. This cell line was also verified
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for knockout of the protein expression by western (Figure 4.2A). Next, the knockout cell
line (HeLa DTetherin) was functionally tested to determine if the HIV-1 accessory protein
Vpu was no longer required for infectious particle production (Figure 4.2B). In HeLa cells,
HIV-1 infectious particle production was approximately 10-fold higher in the presence of
Vpu, while Vpu had little effect on infectious particle production in 293FT cells, which do
not constitutively express BST-2/tetherin. In contrast, infectious HIV-1 particle production
from HeLa DTetherin cells was generally not affected by Vpu. For particles produced with
VSV-G and LASV GP, Vpu did not significantly enhance infectious particle production.
However, the infectivity with some viral glycoproteins was partially enhanced by Vpu,
suggesting that Vpu may have other targets that can affect infectious particle production in
HeLa cells, but the enhancement was similar to that seen in 293FT cells and generally less
than the enhancement observed from wildtype HeLa cells. Notably, the infectious MLV
particle production from HeLa DTetherin cells remained quite low, and little difference
between HeLa DTetherin cells and parent HeLa cells was observed, suggesting that factors
other than BST-2/tetherin restrict MLV infectious particle production.

Cell type-dependent compatibility is partially dependent on viral glycoprotein
expression level. Next, we sought to investigate the pseudotyping compatibility of
different envelope glycoproteins in 293FT and HeLa DTetherin cells. Several studies
reported envelope glycoproteins from various viral families efficiently produced
pseudotyped retroviruses in HEK 293 cells (33-37, 136, 169). We chose 10 different viral
envelope glycoproteins from different families known to be compatible with retroviruses
to test cell-line and virus-type dependent compatibility (Figure 4.3). Additional envelope
glycoproteins chosen were from retroviruses (MLV Env and RSV Env), rabdoviruses
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(Rabies virus, RVG), alphavirus (chikungunya virus, CHIKV glycoprotein), and filovirus
(Ebola GP). For more efficient viral particle production, Ebola GP without the mucin-like
domain and RSV Env without cytoplasmic tail were used (95, 170). In each case, we used
a constant amount of plasmid to produce the viral particles but varied the amount of viral
glycoprotein (Figure 4.3). Among the 10 viral envelope glycoproteins tested, most
glycoproteins efficiently produced infectious HIV-1 particles (>105 infectious particles/ml)
from both cell types, though titers varied considerably depending on the cell line and the
transfection amounts (Figure 4.3A). The highest level of infectious HIV-1 particle
production from both cell lines was obtained with VSV-G (>107 infectious particles/mL),
although it took considerably more VSV-G plasmid to reach this titer from HeLa DTetherin
cells than from 293FT cells. With most of the glycoproteins in 293FT cells, the HIV-1
infectious particle production was reduced up to 100-fold when larger amounts of the
glycoprotein expression vector were used.

This observation helps explain why some

glycoproteins initially appeared to be less functional in 293FT cells. The glycoprotein that
showed the clearest cell-type specificity was RSV Env, which could produce >106
infectious HIV-1 particles/mL from 293FT cells, but only about 103 infectious HIV-1
particles/mL from HeLa DTetherin cells.
For infectious MLV particle production, cell type dependent viral envelope
glycoprotein compatibility generally follows as HIV-1 (Figure 4.3B). MLV particles
pseudotyped with VSV-G produced the highest titer of the 10 glycoproteins from both cell
lines. However, unlike HIV-1/VSV-G particles which reach similar titers from 293FT and
HeLa DTetherin cells, the maximum MLV/VSV-G titer was 40-times lower from HeLa
DTetherin cells than from 293FT cells. This phenotype is most clearly seen when the
maximum infectivity of each viral glycoprotein from each condition tested is compared
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between HIV-1 and MLV in each cell line (Figure 4.4). Like with HIV-1, MLV particles
pseudotyped with RSV Env failed to produce detectable infectious particles from HeLa
DTetherin cells. In 293FT cells, some glycoproteins (MLV Env and LCMV GP) produced
similar maximum titers with HIV-1 and MLV particles. However, in HeLa DTetherin cells
the HIV-1 titer was higher than the MLV titer (as much as 400-fold higher) with all 10
glycoproteins.

MLV particle release is restricted in HeLa cells. To investigate whether the lower MLV
titers from HeLa DTetherin cells was due to restricted viral release, we sought to compare
the viral release of HIV-1 and MLV particles from 293FT cells and HeLa DTetherin cells.
An MLV Gag chimera containing HIV-1 MA in the place of MLV MA (hMA-MLV) was
used for comparison in order to directly compare the protein expression level by probing
HIV-1 MA (Figure 4.5A). The LCMV GP was chosen in these experiments because it
produced relatively similar titers with both viruses (Figure 4.4). HIV-1, MLV, and hMAMLV were all found to bud efficiently from 293FT cells, and the infectivity of hMA-MLV
was a few-fold lower than wildtype MLV. However, MLV particles were found to bud less
efficiently from HeLa DTetherin cells than HIV-1 particles, and the hMA-MLV particles
were found to bud almost not at all, despite displaying higher protein expression levels in
the cells. While the infectious HIV-1 particle production from HeLa DTetherin cells was
similar to that from 293FT cells, the infectious particle production for MLV and hMAMLV particles was reduced 10-fold and 100-fold from HeLa DTetherin cells, respectively.
Notably, MLV infectious particle production from 293FT cells was about 10-times higher
than HIV-1 infectious particle production under this condition, which uses more structural
protein expression vectors.
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ZAP, TRIM25, and TRIM15 do not contribute MLV restriction in HeLa cells. Several
host factors have been reported that could restrict MLV production in HeLa cells. The
tripartite motif (TRIM) family of proteins have been reported to have antiviral activity
against multiple viruses (171). The most studied TRIM protein is TRIM5a from Old World
monkey, which is a potent HIV-1 restriction factor (172). Human TRIM15 was also shown
to have antiviral activity against HIV-1 and MLV (173, 174). Overexpression of human
TRIM15 restricted MLV infectivity and release in HEK293 cells, and HeLa cells treated
with siRNA targeting TRIM15 increased MLV infectivity. To test the hypothesis that
TRIM15 is responsible for the MLV restriction in HeLa cells, we proceeded to generate an
additional knockout in HeLa DTetherin cells (Figure 4.6A). However, the double knockout
cells did not display enhanced hMA-MLV infectivity or release (Figure 4.6B, 6C).
In a recent study, a zinc-finger antiviral protein (ZAP) was shown to deplete
unspliced RNAs with multiple CG-dinucleotides (175). In this study, the reporter gene
expression was affected by CG dinucleotide in HeLa cells, and ZAP knockout overcame
the restriction. Because the HIV-1 genome is mostly deficient in CG dinucleotides but
MLV is not, we hypothesized that antiviral activity of ZAP restricts MLV in HeLa cells.
In addition to this, TRIM25 was also hypothesized to affect MLV infectivity since it was
reported to be essential for antiviral activity of ZAP (176, 177). TRIM25 was also found
in a previous study to affect MLV LTR expression and infectivity (173). We generated
additional knockouts of ZAP or TRIM25 in the HeLa DTetherin cells to test these
hypotheses (Figure 4.6A). Surprisingly, neither of these knockouts restored MLV
infectivity or release from HeLa cells (Figure 4.6B, 6C).
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hMA-MLV is assembly defective in HeLa cells. Next, we analyzed the cellular
distribution of hMA-MLV Gag expression in cells by immunofluorescence microscopy
(Figure 4.7). HIV-1 Gag proteins were shown to be enriched on the plasma membrane with
discrete puncta in both 293FT cells and HeLa DTetherin cells. However, hMA-MLV
exhibited distinctly different phenotypes in the two cell lines. While distinct puncta appear
on the plasma membrane in 293FT cells, almost no puncta or Gag enrichment on the plasma
membrane were found in HeLa DTetherin cells, suggesting that hMA-MLV is assembly
defective in HeLa cells. We also observed released viral particles on the coverslip for all
samples except the hMA-MLV in HeLa DTetherin cells (data not shown). Notably, the
cytosolic signal from hMA-MLV is stronger than HIV-1 in both cell lines, which is also
correlated to the higher hMA-MLV Gag expression in cells (Figure 4.6).

Host factor deficiency restricts hMA-MLV production in HeLa cells. To investigate
whether the hMA-MLV assembly defect in HeLa DTetherin cells is due to a restriction
factor present in HeLa cells, or lack of a necessary host factor present in 293FT cells, we
conducted assays where the two cell types were fused together (Figure 4.8). Briefly, 293FT
cells and HeLa DTetherin cells were transfected individually with either virus (HIV-1 or
hMA-MLV) or VSV-G. Next, each virus producing cell population was co-cultured with
cells expressing VSV-G (293FT or HeLa), and pH-shocked to induce VSV-G-mediated
fusion. Infectious particles could only be produced when virus expressing cells fused with
VSV-G expressing cells. All eight sets of co-cultures exhibited syncytia and significant
infectious particle production. Strikingly, when HeLa DTetherin cells were transfected
with hMA-MLV, the infectious particle production was 70-fold higher if the cells were
fused with 293FT cells expressing VSV-G than if they were fused with HeLa DTetherin
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cells expressing VSV-G. This observation suggests that the MLV assembly defect in HeLa
DTetherin cells is not due to a restriction factor, but rather the lack of a necessary assembly
co-factor that is present in 293FT cells.

4.5 Discussion
Pseudotyping of retroviruses has been studied not only to generate safe and efficient
retroviral vectors for gene therapy, but also to study the entry mechanism and for the
development of vaccines against agents such as Ebola viruses in less restrictive conditions
(37). Extensive research has been performed studying the mechanisms of pseudotyping,
yet gaps still remain especially regarding cellular factors involved.
We present here an analysis of the pseudotyping compatibility of ten different viral
glycoproteins from diverse viral families with two different retroviruses (HIV and MLV)
and two different cell lines (HeLa and 293FT). Initially the different envelope
glycoproteins appeared to display noticeable differences in infectious units production
between the two cell lines, most of these differences could be overcome by optimizing the
ratio of virus to glycoprotein in each cell line. As expected, MLV particles could not be
efficiently pseudotyped with HIV-1 Env, presumably because the long cytoplasmic tail of
HIV-1 Env restricted incorporation into MLV particles (168). Unexpectedly, RSV Env
without its cytoplasmic tail was compatible with HIV-1 or MLV in 293FT cells, but
incompatible with both viruses in HeLa cells. This finding suggests that RSV Env is either
incorrectly formed in or is unable to traffic to the virus assembly sites in HeLa cells.
In general, the ten glycoproteins exhibit a similar trend in compatibility with either
HIV-1 and MLV, with MLV Env and VSV-G producing the highest titers with both viruses.
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MLV particle infectivity was generally restricted when produced in HeLa cells. This was
initially believed to be because MLV release in HeLa cells is highly restricted due to the
constitutively expressed tetherin (178). Generation of a BST-2/tetherin HeLa knockout cell
line did not restore MLV infectivity, though it did largely alleviate the Vpu-mediated
enhancement of HIV-1 infectivity. This MLV defect in HeLa cells was found to be related
to viral assembly and release, and not a defect in Gag expression. Replacement of the MLV
MA domain with HIV MA (hMA-MLV) reinforced the defect and resulted in a near
complete loss in viral release from HeLa cells, despite the same construct displaying
normal levels of infectious particle release from 293FT cells. The immunostaining study
shows that hMA-MLV expression is higher, but the assembly is clearly disrupted in HeLa
DTetherin cells.
The budding defect of hMA-MLV in HeLa cells is reminiscent of an HIV-1 Gag
assembly defect in mouse cells. However, the HIV-1 defect appeared to be due to the lack
of proper RNA nuclear export element and could be alleviated by incorporating an MPMV
RNA export element (164). Adding HIV-1 RRE into the hMA-MLV construct and coexpressing of Rev did not restore infectivity in HeLa cells (data not shown). However, the
construct still contained wildtype MLV Pol sequence which has been shown to contain cisacting RNA sequences that affect translation could potentially negatively affect proper
translation if the proper co-factors are not present in HeLa cells. It has been well
established that HIV-1 RRE and Rev utilizes CRM1-mediated nuclear export pathway and
MPMV CTE (constitutive transport element) uses NXF1/NXT pathway (23, 179). RNA
element in MLV is not clearly defined, but translation enhancing sequences in Pol were
found to be enhanced by NXF1/NXT expression (180). However, overexpression of the
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NXF1/NXT host factors did not enhance hMA-MLV infectivity significantly in HeLa cells
(data not shown).
Further studies suggested that host restriction factors do not significantly contribute
to the MLV restriction in HeLa cells. In previous reports, overexpression of TRIM15, ZAP,
or TRIM25 in HEK293 cells displayed antiviral effects (173, 176, 177). In HeLa cells,
siRNA targeting TRIM15 enhanced MLV infectivity, and siRNA targeting ZAP or
CRIPSR-induced ZAP knockout overcame the restriction on the CG-dinucleotide enriched
RNA (173, 175). Knockout of TRIM15, TRIM25, or ZAP in HeLa cells all failed to
enhance the infectivity hMA-MLV from HeLa cells. However, fusion of MLV expressing
HeLa cells with 293FT cells enhanced infectious particle production by 70-fold, suggesting
that the assembly defect is due the lack of a critical factor present in 293FT cells but absent
in HeLa cells.
Overall, we studied multiple different viral envelope glycoprotein compatibility
with HIV-1 and MLV in two different cell lines, 293FT and HeLa cells. Generally various
envelope glycoproteins produced infectious particles of HIV-1 and MLV with a few
exceptions. Unexpectedly MLV assembly and release is restricted in HeLa, suggesting the
two viruses have different cellular co-factor requirements, and a critical MLV co-factor is
missing from HeLa cells. Further studies are required to determine the identification of
this essential co-factor.
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Figure 4.1: Viral glycoprotein compatibility is dependent on cell types.
900ng of vectors expressing virus and 100ng of vectors expressing glycoproteins
were used for transfection. Average and standard deviation of infectious units produced
per ml from 3 independent experiments is shown for HIV-1 (A) and MLV (B).
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Figure 4.1: Viral glycoprotein compatibility is dependent on cell types.
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Figure 4.2: Effect of tetherin knockout in HeLa cells.
(A) Confirmation of CRISPR/Cas9-induced tetherin knockout in HeLa cells.
Genomic DNA was extracted from parent HeLa cells and HeLa DTetherin cells, PCR
amplified with flanking primers containing the target guide RNA region, and sequenced.
Sequencing result reveals three indel variations (+1, +2, -4) in HeLa DTetherin cells.
Western blotting shows the tetherin expression is knocked out in HeLa DTetherin cells. (B)
Average and standard deviation of Infectious units per ml of three different viruses (HIV1 (Vpu-), HIV-1 (Vpu+), MLV) produced in FT, HeLa, HeLa DTetherin cells are shown
from 3 independent experiments. Transfection was performed as in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.2: Effect of tetherin knockout in HeLa cells.
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Figure 4.3: Cell type specific Env incompatibility is partially dependent on Env
expression level.
Average and standard deviation of HIV-1 (Vpu-) (A) and MLV (B) infectious units
per ml produced in 293FT and HeLa DTetherin cells with 10 different viral glycoproteins.
Increasing amounts of glycoproteins (4ng, 16ng, 64ng, 256ng) were used per each
glycoprotein with a consistent amount of virus (250ng). Shown are from 3 independent
experiments.
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Figure 4.3: Cell type specific Env incompatibility is partially dependent on Env
expression level.
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Figure 4.4: MLV infectious units production is restricted in HeLa DTetherin cells.
The highest infectivity from Figure 4.3 was selected and plotted by cell types.
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Figure 4.4: MLV infectious units production is restricted in HeLa DTetherin cells.
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Figure 4.5: MLV release is restricted in HeLa DTetherin cells.
(A) Schematic of HIV-1, MLV, and HIV-1 MA-MLV Gag. (B) 293FT cells and
HeLa DTetherin cells were transfected with HIV-1, MLV, and hMA-MLV with LCMV
GP. Supernatant was collected for western blotting and the infectivity. Gag expression
and viral release of HIV-1, MLV, and hMA-MLV are probed with capsid or HIV-1 MA
antibody. GAPDH is probed for loading control of cell lysates. Average and standard
deviation of infectious units produced from 4 independent experiments is also shown.
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Figure 4.5: MLV release is restricted in HeLa DTetherin cells.
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Figure 4.6: ZAP, TRIM25, and TRIM15 do not contribute to MLV restriction in
HeLa cells.
(A) Confirmation of additional CRISPR knockout in HeLa DTetherin cells.
Sequencing result from PCR amplification including the regions of guide RNA is shown
for both wildtype and clonal knockout cells. (B) 293FT cells, HeLa DTetherin cells, and
three double knockout HeLa cells were transfected with HIV-1 and hMA-MLV with
LCMV GP. Supernatant was collected for western blotting and the infectivity. Gag
expression and viral release of HIV-1 and hMA-MLV are blotted with HIV-1 MA
antibody. GAPDH is probed for loading control in cell lysates. Representative image is
shown. (C) Average and standard deviation of infectious units per ml from 5 independent
experiments is shown.
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Figure 4.6: ZAP, TRIM25, and TRIM15 do not contribute to MLV restriction in
HeLa cells.
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Figure 4.7: Immunofluorescence microscopy.
HIV-1 and hMA-MLV expression in 293FT cells (A) and HeLa Dtetherin cells
(B) are stained with anti-HIV-1 MA antibody and conducted on confocal microscopy.
Representative images are shown. GFP indicates transfection, and Alexa 555 indicates
Gag proteins.
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Figure 4.7: Immunofluorescence microscopy.
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Figure 4.8: Syncytium induction assay.
Cells transfected with HIV-1 or hMA-MLV were co-cultured with cells
transfected with VSV-G and pH-shocked with pH6 DMEM. After 24 hours, the
supernatant was collected and transferred to target cells. Average and standard deviation
of infectious units per ml is shown from 3 independent experiments.
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Figure 4.8: Syncytium induction assay.
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V. Summary and Discussion

Retroviruses have been studied in depth not only because of their malicious
pathogenesis but also their potentiality as desirable gene therapy vectors due to the stable
transgene expression. Retroviruses are capable of pseudotyping diverse glycoproteins from
closely related or unrelated viral families, and this phenotype aids retroviral vectors to
target specific cell types. Both gammaretroviral vectors and lentiviral vectors have been
used in clinical trials and are expected to have a higher success rate as the vectors improve
(181-183). Understanding the mechanism of glycoprotein acquisition will also contribute
to improve retroviral vectors. My work shown here focuses on various factors that affect
retroviral assembly, glycoprotein acquisition, and the fusogenicity of glycoprotein after
budding.
Previous work shows that the HIV-1 accessory protein Vpu modulates GaLV Env
and restrictes HIV-1 pseudotyping GaLV Env (50, 51). The mechanism of this modulation
is similar to the Vpu modulation of CD4 and tetherin. As in CD4 degradation, the S52, 56
residues in Vpu is essential to target GaLV Env, and also the lysine residues in GaLV Env
CT are critical, which resembles the CD4 CT (51, 56). As in BST-2/tetherin
downmodulation, GaLV Env targeting is shown to be post-ER (50, 56). The S52, 56 residues
of Vpu are shown to be essential in modulation of all targets, but the co-factor requirement
has been debated for BST-2/tetherin down-modulation (54, 74, 75).
Our study presented here recapitulates the degradation of the mature form of GaLV
Env (gp70) in a lysosome-dependent pathway, but blocking lysosomal degradation using
inhibitors does not restore the infectivity. Further study shows that the surface expression
of GaLV Env is reduced in the presence of Vpu. Infectivity could be restored by blocking
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polyubiquitination, supporting the importance of a ubiquitin ligase complex in the
modulation of GaLV Env. Our novel CRISPR-Cas9 induced gene knockout study confirms
that the co-factor bTrCP is required in the modulation of Vpu targets, CD4, GaLV Env,
and BST-2/tetherin. Add back experiments to re-introduce bTrCP-2 even further confirm
the restored the activity of Vpu against these targets.
The study on virus-specific Env compatibility focuses more on the molecular
mechanism of Env functionality dependent on Env CT. We find the GaLV Env remains
less compatible with HIV-1 even in the absence of Vpu, and the point mutation I170P in
the CT makes the Env incompatibility with MLV particles. We narrow down the residues
in the GaLV Env CT responsible for HIV-1 incompatibility and find that the defect was
related to poor CT cleavage. The I170P point mutation in the GaLV Env CT is more
striking in that it is almost completely non-functional with MLV particles. Further study
shows that it is an outcome of a mixture of different factors. We hypothesize that three
factors are involved in this phenotype.
First, I170P Env incorporation is restricted in MLV particles but not in HIV-1
particles, suggesting that the structure of Env trimer does not fit into the MLV MA lattice.
Restoration of Env incorporation with the MA chimera or Env CT truncation supports this
hypothesis. The second factor is that the I170P mutation enhanced Env fusogenicity with
HIV-1 when R-peptide in intact. This made it appear that I170P is not defective in HIV-1
particles; however, when the R-peptide is removed, the I170P defect became more apparent
even with HIV-1 particles. The third factor is related to virus-specific Env fusogenicity.
Because MLV exhibited a more significant defect with the I170P mutation, a virus-specific
factor is involved in the Env functionality, and we hypothesize that it is related to the lipid
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membrane environment. MLV Gag has the p12 domain between MA and CA, which could
contribute to the different lipid environment.
Finally, we present evidence of cellular factors involved in the retroviral particle
production. Even though various glycoproteins were reported to pseudotype with
retroviruses, it has been unknown which glycoprotein is more compatible in different
settings- such as different viruses or producer cells. We find that glycoproteins from 10
different viruses exhibit different compatibility from two different cell lines- 293FT and
HeLa, and it is dependent on the different expression level of Env in most cases. RSV Env
is an exception in that it does not successfully produce infectious particles either with HIV1 or MLV in HeLa cells. A striking finding is that the MLV infectious particle production
is severely restricted in HeLa cells even in the absence of BST-2/tetherin restriction.
Further study confirms that MLV assembly and budding is restricted in HeLa cells. Fusion
with 293FT cells significantly enhances the infectivity, which supports the theory that a
necessary host factor is not present in HeLa cells. We also conduct additional knockout
studies to remove host factors that are known to possess antiviral activity against MLV.
However, none of the additional knockout restore infectivity.
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VI. Future Direction

The body of work described in this dissertation provides a basis of further studies.
In depth study on the mechanism of Vpu activity leads us to develop a useful gain-offunction assay utilizing GaLV Env to screen small molecule inhibitors that target Vpu. Vpu
modulation of CD4 and BST-2/tetherin does not only enhance viral release but also protects
infected cells from Antibody Dependent Cell-mediated Cytotoxicity (ADCC) (184, 185).
Currently there is no inhibitor that is known to target Vpu, and the assay that involves
GaLV Env is a novel tool to identify antiviral drugs that specifically target Vpu.
The study that focuses on the Env CT suggests an involvement of lipid-protein
interaction during entry. The membrane binding property of the MA domain may affect
the lipid environment of a virion, and further study is required to characterize how it affects
Env fusogenicity. Understanding of this compatibility will help engineering a more
efficient retroviral vector. In addition, the structure and role of Env CT still remains largely
unknown, and our study provides a new insight on the Env fusogenicity in a virus-specific
way.
The study on the cellular factors involved in MLV assembly provides a basis for a
substantial further study. It is currently not known which necessary host factor is missing
in HeLa cells, that is required for MLV assembly but not HIV-1. Extensive study to screen
the target by reintroducing 293FT cDNA library may identify the novel cellular protein or
a cellular pathway that is utilized by MLV. This will provide a new insight on an RNAprotein interaction or a protein-protein interaction in MLV assembly and budding.
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